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No water
shortage
here ...

Handler
outlines
her goals

By Mary Andrews
It began on Sunday with a series
of phone calls. "Waterfight in the
quad," said an anonymous voice.
Ten o'clock. Be there."
And there they were, some 300
students armed with buckets, bags
and barrels of water, ready and
waiting for the traditional
September Waterfight to begin.
"I've never seen anything like it,"
said freshman Carol Hunt, who
watched the show from her room
in Randall Hall.
"The lower quad was more
organized than us (the upper
quad)," Hunt said. "They attacked
in formations and waves throwing
buckets everywhere. Then they all
retreated together and came back
again. Our guys were just running
around as best they could."
While pandomonium ensued
outside, inside hall directors and
resident assistants tried to keep the
"fun" under control.
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President Evelyn Handler
emphasized the need for sound
fiscal management of the
University when she outlined her
personal goals for the academic
year Tuesday.
Speaking in Johnson Theater to
the majority of the UNH faculty,
Handler also expressed interest in
developing new and distinctive
programs in years ahead.
According to the report submitted
by the Master Plan Commission,
upgrading computer facilities and
improving the level of library
acquisitions should be priorities of
the administration.
Handler agreed the Commissions report "pointed us in the
direction which I believe this
University should move."
Major efforts to streamline the
management of those functions
that were included under the
Facilities Services (formerly P.P.
0. & M) were also recommended
in the report.
Handler devoted much of her
speech to the issue of recent
cutbacks ordered by Governor
Hugh Gallen.
Handler said a great deal of time
and energy was spent on this year's
university budget, which included
cuts of $2.3 million in the fall of
1981.
"In making these reductions, a
very deliberate effort was made to
limit the impact upon the academic
program." she stated. "While it has
not been possible to exclude the
HANDLER, page 7
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An aerial view of the UNH campus.

Former N.Y. cops adjust to Durham's pace
By P. Rand Tracy
Bobby Brown's and Charlie
Phillips' friendship goes back to
the days when New York police
didn't have two-way radios.
"I was chasing come burgulars
who ran into an alley off of 140th
street," recalled Brown, a twentyfour year veteran of the 170th
precinct in New York. "It was so
dark, I couldn't see them. One of
the guys threatened to shoot me."
Fortunately, in those days, there
were good neighbors and
telephones. As Brown stood alone
in the alley thinking "they'd never
get there," his friend Charlie
Phillips was on his way. "I never
drove a car faster,"said Phillips, a
twenty-seven year veteran of the
same precinct.

But there was no need, because
Brown had pegged a shot in the air,
the burglars scattered, and they
never found out if the thief had had
a gun.
These days, Brown and Phillips
occupy their time by helping
Oyster River School children
across the street.and writing
tickets in the MU B parking lot.
That is not to say these
gentlemen are in the least bit "over
Brown at 58, and
the hill."
Phillips, at 59, have simply seen
enopgh.
"You get to a point when you
don't want the violence," said
Phillips.
Brown and Phillips were both
born in New York; Phillips in
Harlem, and Brown in Hells

Kitchen... a tough section of
Manhattan.
When Brown was five or six
years old, he was introduced \o
crime. Returning to his tenement
home one day he noticed blood on
the tar. He was told that there had
been a scuffle there with one of the
residents, whose attacker had tried
to gun him down. The resident
tried to pry the gun out of the
man's hands by chopping them
with a meat cleaver.
Prior to joining the N. Y. Police
Department, Brown had been a
shoe-shine boy, newspaper boy,
longshoreman, a rostabout
(laborer) for Barnam and Bailey
Circus, a taxi driver, a bartender
and served in World War 11.
Phillips, who had also served the
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Campus policemen Charlie Philips and Bobby Brown.
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Navy as a Yeoman in World War
II, and Brown were charter officers
of the 107 precinct when, "There
were farms and stables" in their
area known as Jamacia North,
Queens.
Both officers walked a beat,
because according to Brown "you
get to know the people. When we
COPS, page 10

Rick Bean rejects
one-night contract
By Darryl Cauchon
After seven years as the MU B
PUB disc jockey, Richard (Rick)
Bean has declined a one night a
week slot offered by MUSO,
according to M USO president
Mark McGreenery.
Bean's offer of two nights or no
nights was rejected by MUSO,
McGreenery said. Bean had been
working two nights a week prior to
the MUSO offer.
In an interview Wednesday,
Bean said the one night offer was
not the only reason he left and
"there was more to the issue than
that."
Bean declined to give specific
reasons for his departure but did
say that "problems with
management have always gotten in
the way."
-McGreenery denied any
management problems between
MUSO and Bean. MUSO has
replaced Bean with -WJBQ disc
jockey Brian Phoenix and
university student Russ Dumont.
· If both DJ's work out, MUSO
has no intention of letting one go,
McGreenery said.
"The idea for MU SO is to serve
as many people as we can. What
· about the people who dido 't like
· R'ick Bean. We wanted to bring
more to the tudents," said
McGreenery.
"We definitely wanted Rick one
night in the week. I don't think
Rick was very fair. He knows we're
·supposed to serve as many people
as we can," McGreenery said.

Bean said that he misses the
students and expressed a wish to
someday return.
"The doors are always open."
said Bean, but refused to say what
would make those doors open.
"I want to be involved with the
students. They are my lifeline and
they're wltat I'm most attached to.
But if things can't be worked out,
they just can't be worked out. I
never thought it would go this far,"
said Bean.
Neither the Student Senate, the
Student Activity Fee Council
(SAFC), or MUSO cast a
dissenting vote on the one night
offer to Bean, .McGreenery said.
A similar problem occured three
years ag'o when MUSO desired
Bean for only one night a week.
Bean said he has private shows
on weekends booked for the
remainder of this yearHe is employed at WHEB, the
Portsmouth based radio station.
Phoenix is paid $I~ a night
while Dumont is paid $7l.
Bean had received $150 a night.
0
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The cure for fear of heights: a jump from an airplnne
By Jackie MacMullan
Mary Brady was deathly afraid of heights.
But she was sucked out of the airplane so
quickly, there was no time to be scared.
When the parchute burst open, and the
white canopy billowed above her head,
Mary knew that she probably wouldn't die.
Thousands of feet later when she closed
her eyes tightly and collided with the hard
ground, Mary knew that-.she wasn't even
hurt.
Her rear end smarted a bit from the
abrupt impact, but her skull was securely in
place and her thin, freckled legs were not
splibtered into a million fragments.
"The thought of jumping out of a plane
apalled me," Brady said. "But once it was
done it was simple ... a really awesome
experience."
Brady still isn't sure how she ever got
herself in the plane that dropped her into the
fields of Fort Benning, Georgia. A member
of the ROTC program at UNH, the senior
from Dover, NH was chosen from 13 cadets
to represent UNH at an army air born
school, in Fort Benning.
Although enthusiastic about the honor of
being chosen, Brady faced one drawback. It
was the last thing on earth she wanted to do
with her summer.

"They (my ROTC officers), kind of talked
me into it," she said. "I guess they thought I
needed it to build up my confidence."
After completing a six week advance
camp in Fort Bragg, North Carolina, the
somewhat skeptical red-head packed her
bags and joined 500 others to begin "the
ultimate adventure."
The first thing Brady spotted when
arriving at Fort Benning was a 2500 foot
tower. Someone told her she would be
jumping from the tower in the next couple of
weeks.
"When I saw how high it was, I decided
there was no way I would do it," Brady
recalled. "It turned out to be the easiest thing

I did. If you want to do it, you will, just to
feel the sensation of it all."
Before the cadets did the actual parachute
jumps, they had two weeks of extensive
prepatory training.
The first seven days was ground week.
This initial phase was to make you alert,
Brady said in retrospect, but at the time it
just seemed like a brutal boot camp. If a
thread was hanging off a uniform, that cadet
did push-ups, she said.
During ground week, the ROTC students
learned how to exit through an aircraft door
and how to execute a correct landing.
"They really tried to break you.
Sometimes we did up to 500 push-ups a day,
but they only did it to make sure you really
wanted it," she said. "Once they knew that,
they helped you as much as they could."
Week two, tower week, was when Brady
had her first encounter with th~ 2500
building that had caused her to break out in
a sweat the first day.
Yet, 148 hours later, she found herself
hooked up to a pulley and ready to leap
down the side to the awaiting officers.
"They didn't give anyone a chance tothink about it. They just grabbed you and
pushed you out," .she said. "Everyone was
afraid, but you can't show that because you
can't burden anyone else with it."
"By the third week,jump week, Brady said
she just wanted to do her five jumps as soon
as possible, because that meant the training
would be over, she could earn her wings, and
then go home.
But as the time grew closer, her
anticipation and excitement gave way to
outright fear.
"The night before we jumped, the
barracks were so quiet," Brady said. "I was
getting to know God like I never have
before. I called my parents, and they were so
nervous that by convincing them it would be
okay, I convinced myself."

NEWS BRIEFS
Research funding
Research funding at UNH will increase by about $2 million this year,
according to John Lockwood, UNH research director.
But some federally funded programs, including the University's
Family Research Laboratory, Water Resources Research Center
and Art Galleries, face severe cuts in the next two years.
About half of UN H's rresearch funds come from the National
Science Foundation, the National aeronautics and Space
Administration and Sea Grant, supporting projects in physics,
psychology, microbiology, mar~ne sciences, geology and the Space
Science Center.

Collllllunity center
A variety of courses in art, music and dance will be offered (or the
first time this fall at the Mill Pond Center located on the outskirts of
Durham. The center which opened only a year ago is .. devoted to
fostering community interest in the arts,'' according to Director
Judith Roberts.
New programs starting this fall for university students include T'ai
Chi, a marshall arts exercise technique; therapeutic massages;
karate; sculpture; and country and {olk dances.
Mill Pond Center receives its funding through private donations
and special events. For more information, call Judith Roberts at
868-7073.
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ROTC student Mary Brady.

The next morning, she peered out of the
open door and watched her friends
disappear one after another, leaving behind
just the empty pulleys swaying back and
forth where their chutes had been. All of a
sudden, Mary Brady remembered she was
afraid of heights.

···1 hey won't let you land with the plane,
they'll just throw you out," Brady said. "So I
tried to get excited, and then 'Whoosh!' I
was gone. I didn't have to jump; I was sucked
out."
Of the 2500 people that jumped that day,
only three had a malfunction and had to pull
the reserve cord.
Those three people were on Brady's mi, ,d
during her second jump.
"The first time was too quick; I had no
time for fear," she said. "The second time I
started to realize something could go
wrong."
Even though her second jump went
flawlessly, Brady was "petrified" for her
third and fourth jumps. She had found out
that two of her friends would not get their
wings because of injuries suffered when
trying to land.
"I was so disappointed because we all
wanted to make it together," she said.
"That's why on the fifth jump I was no
longer rational. Even if they had to scrape
me off the ground, I knew I would have still
earned my wings."
When the fifth jump was completed, and
Brady's schooling was officially done, she
jubiliantly screamed: ''Airborn!" and raced
off the field to join her company.
Now •a batallion commander of the UNH
ROTC students, Brady said she has no
regrets about her experience at air born
school.
"It is more than just jumping out of a
plane. You can do that for $55 any time you
want," she said .. "The difference is
overcoming something you're afraid of, with
no one else there to hold your hand. I feel
now as though I could to it again with
something else."
When asked if she planned to be air born
again sometime in the near future, she just
smiled.
"Yeah, I guess so, if they get me drunk
enough," she laughed, her green eyes
twinkling. "But there's only one problem: I
don't drink."

Band plays to a new- tune- spirit
By Mary Ellersick
The UNH marching band
acquired new uniforms this year,
and with them came double the
number of musicians and renewed
spirit.
The band has increased in size
from 65 to 125 members, and
according to its director Larry
Lang, this "fantastic turnout"
occurred for several reasons.
About 90 percent of the·
members of last year's band
returned, he said. Many of them
got their friends interested in
playing with the band. Lang sent
fliers about the band to all UNH
upperclassmen. He also sent letters
to all freshmen with musical
experience. These recruiting
efforts paid off this fall.
"We're trying to make the band

more appealing by playing good
music and doing fun shows," said
Lang.
Visual appeal will be enhanced
by the band's new corps style
uniforms. The blouse top is blue
and white, and is tied with a blue
sash over black pants. The new
uniforms were financed through
the Eliot Fund of the Alumni
· Association and should arrive by
Homecoming to replace the 15year-old uniforms used last
year.The band, made up of 15
percussion players, 80 wind
players, 11 rifle twirlers, and a
color guard of 20 flag twirlers are
"the cream of the crop," said Lang_.
·•They are people who are
committed, have a lot of spirit, and
want to be in a group that cares
about what they're doing and

wants to do it to the best of their
ability," he said.
The new spirit in the band has
made a big difference over last
year, according to Dale
Camerano, a junior in the color
guard.
"Things have imporved 210
percent! There has been a great
change of attitude in the band.
Everyone's more psyched. We're
all pulling together now," he said.
The band is learning five
numbers: Chuck Mangione's "El
Gato Triste"; "My Favorite
Things" from ··The Sound of
Music"; ••Atouette", a Canadian
folk song; "Celebration" by Kool
and the Gang; and a French ballad
called "Let It Be Me."
This year the band sits in the
student section of the stands at
BAND, page 5

Nuclear arllls fillll
The Portsmouth Chapter of the Women's Party for Survival is
sponsoring as film entitled "The Race Nobody Wins," Tuesday,
September 22, 7 p.m. at the Po~tsmouth Library.
Narrated by Tony Randall, the film is a documentary on the
international nuclear arms race, exposing the myth that a nuclear
exchange could be limited and winnable.

Fair ride

Students lacking a ride to the Rochester, N.H. fair this year may
be in luck. Kari Van is going there tonight, Sept. 18.
With one normal round-trip Kari Van ticket and a student ID,
students can ride the bus to the fair.
The bus(es) will be leaving the Kari Van lot near Kingsbury at 7:30
p.m., and returning to campus around 11 :30 p.m.

Weather

Today will be cloudy with showers, according to the National
Weather Service in Concord. Temperatures will reach a low of mid50's and wind~ of 5-10 miles per hour will continue through
Saturday.
·
, For thp weekend. the outlook is cleat witH highs in the '70's.

. (Photo by
• l

UNH marc ..in1 band members perform at the first home football game of. the season,

cnri Barber)

,
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Dover law in effect

Fine ·levied for open alcohol
By Lisa Prevost
Since the Dover City Council
adopted an ordinance prohibiting
open containers of alcohol in
public places, reactions over the
effects of the law have been mixed.
The law, passed in May, carries
a fine of up to $100.
Specifically, the law prohibits
the consumption or possession in
an open can, bottle, or other
container, any alcoholic beverage
while upon, or in, a motor vehicle,
on any public way, sidewalk, or
parking lot.
"At the time we passed it," said
Dover City Councilman Roger
Bois, "we were having a lot of
trouble in the parks and were
looking ahead to summertime
rowdiness in the parks."
The ordinance lists nine parks in
which drinking is allowed during
certain hours. These par~s are

Amanda Howard, Applevale,
Bellamy, George Maglaras
Memorial, Hancock, Longhill
Memorial, Mt. Pleasant, Mineral,
and Hilton Park. The hours vary
according to the park and time of
year.
"Nobody's out looking for
people with a bottle," Bois
explained. "I would say that
someone would have to be raising
hell somewhere before the police
would come down on them."
A spokesman for the Dover
Police Department, however, said
they intend to strictly enforce this
law. Although an exact figure
couldn't be,,,obtained, a "great
number o( summons" have been
handed out since the law went into
effect.
Hampton passed a similarlaw in
April in an attempt to cut down on
problems at the beach. Hampton

Computer science
now independent
(Photo by Tim Lorette)

Taiwan residents Claudette and Claudine Cole are enrolled at UNH
this fall.

UNH twice as nice for
'foreign' twin sisters
By Brenda Fraser
Beginning school thousands of
miles from home is often a difficult
transition for most students, but
for identical twins, Claudette and
Claudine Cole, the transition made
together has been smooth.
Although the striking tall
blondes were born in New York,
they have lived in Taipai, Taiwan
for the last nine years and prior to
that, Hong Kong for six years.
This fall they are enrolled at UNH.
Taipai and Durham are not
identical places, the Cole sisters
have discovered.
The obvious difference which
first surprised them is the
concentrated area of Taipai
compared to the expansive campus
of UNH. "It's so spread out!"
Claudette said. ••in Taipai, the
buildings are right next to each
other."
Claudette and Claudine also
have noticed the various
differences between the two
cultures, especially in the people's
behaviors. ••1 was surprised at the
number of people my age who use
crude language. There is very little,
ifany of that in Taiwan,"Claudine
said. "Even in movies the obscene
language or sections have been
removed by the government."
The cultures are different in
other ways too. "No one in Taiwan
stays out past midnight. It's not for
safety reasons, it's just not done,"
Claudine said.
.. People here have so much more
freedom," her sister added. "But I
certainly wouldn't feel safe
outdoors here late at night."
In Taiwan, their lives centered
around the school. The twins
devoted most of their energies
towards playing basketball for
their high school team. "That's
probably the most popular sport
there. Football is literallly unheard
of," Claudette said .
The American school only
competes against Chinese teams,
so international rules are followed.
According to the Coles, the
Chinese are very competitive and
hate to be defeated. "They can't
stand losing face." they stressed.
The Chinese's pride is so intense,
Claudine explained, that if an
American won a certain sport, it
would not appear on the
scoreboard . ·•only Chinese names
are placed., 0n - the .b.oard~,·i

Claudine said.
Because of ·their love of sports,
the Coles decided to join the crew
team. "We tried crew before but
never for a team that competes,"
Claudette said.
Besides sports. both girls enjoy
outdoor recreation, traveling and
modeling.
While in Taiwan, they both
modeled for sports companies.
There are many companies located
in Taiwan who need models such
as the twins -- tall, fair-skinned,
with wide, white smiles. ·
Claudine also had the
opportunity to model jeans for a
.poster advertisement which was to
be "distributed in many stores in
Taipai. "It was fun. We both like
modeling a lot," she said.
The two talked about the other
aspects of their lives in Taiwan and
thefr lives here. Food is a big
switch tor tnem; trom gourmet
Japanese and Chinese cooking, to
institutional food.
Despite their claims that the
food is .. okay" here, Claudine and
Claudette mentioned a few of the
major differences between the two
different types of diets. The
starchiness of the typical college
meal is a bit too heavy for them.
However, tofu is one of their
favorite foods.
••Tofu takes on the taste of
whatever it is mixed with. We both
love it, but I admit it is something
you have to get used to, Claudette
chuckled.
Over in Taiwan where a high
protein substance has to be
substitued for the lack of meat in
their diets, tofu is an easy additive.
.. It's almost unbelicveable how
much meat people here consume,"
Claudine said.
Japanese food, which consists of
serveral dishes made with raw fish,
is the twins' favorite type of food.
'"It has a totally different taste than
any other food, including Chinese
food ," Claudette said.
Another aspect ·of their life in
Taiwan that differs from their
daily life here is the public
transportation system. Claudette
said how distant buildings seemed
from each other on campus
compared to the accesible open
markets in Taipai that could be
reached quite easily and
TWINS, page 6
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By Gina Sipe
The computer science
department at UNH, formerly a
subdivision of the Mathematics
department, is now functioning
independently in its new office at
Kingsbury_ Hall. The two
programs of study were formally
separated from each other on July
I st, 1n answer to the needs of
steadily increasing numbers of
computer science students and
fac~lty._.

department,., he states.
A symposium of distinguished
speakers in the field of computer
science has been tentatively
scheduled for October in
commemoration of the opening
of the new department.

Police Deputy Thomas Krajewski
claimed it calmed things down
considerably during the summer
months. He estimated that
between 1500 and 2000 arrests
have been made since the law went
into effect.
"If we get'em when they have
their first container," said
·Krajewski, ••it doesn't provide a
problem for later... Therefore we
didn't experience the large
numbers of disorderly conducts
th1s year."
Councilman Bois, however,
didn't necessarily agree with the
concept;
"I really don't think it will make
a lot of difference," Bois said.
"Another law for the books."
Louise Shaw, manager at E.J.'s
Variety Store in Dover, agrees
somewhat.
"We haven't noticed any change
in business.H she claimed. "The
ones that are doing it are just
hiding it in bags. It's a good idea,
though. It hurts business when
people see kids standing out on the
corner drinking. If anything, it
might help business."
Amy Richards, a senior at UNH
and Dover resident, took an even
stronger stand on the ordinance.
"I approve of it. I may be biased
because I live right behind the
VFW Lounge. On Saturday nights
that parking lot can get pretty
grim," she said. ••1 mean, there are
times when I'd like to take alcohol
with me on a picnic, but I can just
as easily go drink in a bar. I don't
feel my rights are being violated."

Ur. R. Daniel Bergeron, who
heads the new department, feels
that it will be easier to recruit and
hold high quality faculty now that
the _division h~s ~ak_en pla_Ge.
"It had reached the point
there were enough computer
scientists and a strong enough
department that it was an
appropriate thing to do," said
Dr.Bergeron ..
Growing interest in a growing
field has caused enrollemnt in the
computer science major to
multiply approximately five times
since the BSCS (Bachelor of
Science in Computer Science) was
first offered in 1978. The computer
science program's first graduating
class contained 5 students, while its
most recent one contained 23.
In all, over 150 students are now
enrolled as computer science
majors at the University of New
Hamsphire. Many more are
pursuing the interdisciplinary
math major with a computer
science option--a· program which
was first created in 1972 and is still
available today.
According to Dr. Bergeron, the
departmental division "Is not a
quantam leap", "but a formal
recognition ofa working autonomy
which has existed for some time
.. Computer Science is a discipiine
which deserves its own

{Photo by Henri Barber)

A clearance sale on gourds? ...

•
Recyclers aim
to open center
By Mike Mooney
More than ten tons of paper and
440 pounds of metal were recycled
last year by Students For
Recycling (SFR), but they still
aren't satisfied.
HThis year we would like to get
more people involved, including
the town of Durham", said senior
Tom Kaufhold, president of
SFR. SF~~. a program run by
students has started the academic
year by encouraging recycling, and
informing the public of all the
benefits recycling has to offer.
HRecycling cuts down on waste,
it saves energy and resources, and
it•· r·e.duces • •pc,llution," said

Kaufhold. A major goal of SFR
is to open a center for recycling on
campus.
Although they were
guaranteed a spot last year, the
administrative changes within
Facilities Services (formerly
PPO&M) has left the group
without a specific location. "We
hope to straighten out the problem
this Tuesday, when we meet with
the ad i;ni n is tra ti on,
said
Kaufhold.
HWe want to be
guaranteed a location and a truck
to rent for transporting the
recycled goods to a plant in
Massachusetts," he added.
Although SFR is looking for an
advis,eJi• to hCrlP· PJtJ, tpf! ,grpyp js J
H

now manned only by voluntary
students.
HUnfortunately, the
University is not recycling through
their own efforts, so it must come
from tJ:ie students," said Ka untold.
SFR is a member of the
National Recycling Coalition,
which sends out newsletters that
inform the group ofrecentchanges
in the nationfs recycling industry.
In addition SFR supports the New
Hampshire Energy Coalition
through an annual donation of
$20. Last year, after paying the
bills for transportation, the group
>c;t,<\ed ,up wit~a ,s,urpws of $600.
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Build-ups could he permanent .
By Greg Flemming
Students who are still living in
lounges in three weeks will live
there for the entire semester,
according to Carol Bischoff,
director of Residential Life.
Students who are living in triples
will also stay there this semester
and possibly for next semester
also, she added.
However, she is "quite
confident" that most students
living in lounges will be moved into
doubles or triples next semester,

she said.
Bischoff made these predictions
this week after seeing figures on the
number of students to arrive on
campus this fall.
Some 82 students--23 fresh~en
and 59 upperclassmen-did not
enroll in September, leaving
residential life 54 students under
their budgeted capacity.
The budgeted capacity plans for
l 51 triples and 90 students living in
lounges.
Then, transfer students who are
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on a waiting list are assigned to the
lounges.
"We're trying to be very upfront
about what kind of accomodations
will be available to (the students on
waiting lists)" Bischoff said.
However, once these students
are assigned to a lounge, they are
assured a bed on campus for the
whole year and participation in
room draw this spring, she said.
The ranking at the beginning of
each semester gives housing
priority to new freshmen, then
students living in lounges, and
finally transfer students.

Celehrity Series

DONA FIOR
and her two husbands

One-Night-Stand Kit
Directed by: BRUNO BARRETO

included in this kit:
a comb
to look like before
a tooth brush
to get rid of the aftertaste
a bandaid
to cover up any markings
a thank-you note
to express sentiment

Starring: SONIA BRAGA

Hartford Ballet
Friday, September 18
Johnson Theater
Paul Creative

Sunday, September 20th
Strafford Room
7:00 & 9:00 P.M.

A1:: \~

Tickets in
Students/Sr

WANTED

DEAR STl/DENTS AND FACULTY,
The Durham Book Exchange would like to thank the students
and faculty of the University of New Hampshire for their support
during the fall boak rush.
DBE is a full-service bookstore. We buy back current-edition
textbooks year-round. In addition to our supply of discounted
texts we carry paperbacks, cliff notes, study aids & siationery. Any
title not in stock can be ordered through our Single Title Order
Plan. Good luck this semester.

...emorial Union
Ticket Office
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
862-2291

TRAVEL
REPRESENTATIVE

$$$ HIGH EARNINGS $$$
FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS

CAT
DANCING

N1tlon1I Trevel and M1r1let1no Compeny
SHIii Hlertlve, highly motivated indlvidu1I
to repreNnt Its collegl1te trevel w1c1t1on

_progrem~ on c1mpu1.

PART-TIME HOURS FLEXIBLE
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

A FOUR-PIECE ROCK BAND
. PROGRESSIVE SOUTHERN
ROCK ORIGINALS

MUSIC

WILL TRAIN
Cell (212) 155-7120 (betwffn 11•5)

Thank you,
DBE

Contact Lenses & Complete Vision
Services
*Complete Eye Examinations
*Same Day Service in Most Ca.ses on Soft Lenses
"'30-Day Trial Period on Contacts
'Large Inventory of Fine Eyewear for Children and Adults
*Quick Service From Our In-Office Optical Lab
*Soft Lenses for ASTIGMATISM & EXTENDED WEAR
*POLYCON Oxygen-Permiable Semi-Hard lenses
*CSI, A New Development in Soft Lenses

NEW

., $5

F~~
~o
(\yV ,i,7
~\J at the Door $7

P.S.: You can add what we left out!

WE
OFFER

"o~~ ~

WAITE
CAMPUS VACATION ASSOCIATIONS
21 COURT STREET
BROOKLYN. N.V. 112,2

~~~

FOR

YOUR GOOD TIMES
FOR BOOKING & INFORMATON
CONTACT: WAYNE 862-1357
742-8127 AFTER ~:UU

COOL-AID
Introductory Meeting

Sept. 27, 7:00

* DISCOUNTS TO ALL STUDENTS & SENIOR CITIZENS

Hillsborough Sullivan Room,

Drs. Alie & Menard

MUB

Opton1etrists

Dover

Durhani

476 Central Ave., 742-5719
7 Jenkins Court, 868-1012
Hours 9-5
.
Hours: 9-5
Sat 9-12 in., Dover..
u- Glosed-Wednesday
A

_ _ :,___ ....____ ..._

-...: :a - •

• • •

"We

offer you an
education"
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Lab built by grad students
. Bal.
· dispI ayed• lil
tllllore -BAND
IS
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(continued from page 2)

Since this past summer, a student-built under-water research
habitat has been on display in the National Aquarium in Baltimore.
The habitat, called EDALHAB, was designed and built in 1967-68 by
seven U.N.H. students as part of an undergraduate engineering
senior design project. Aided by engineering professors Godfrey H .
Savage, Fletcher A Blanchard, and E. Howard Stolworthy, the
students built the habitat to enable marine scientists to live and study
on the ocean floor for long periods of time. The project was
supported by the Engineering Design and Analysis Laboratory and
the College of Engineering and Physical Sciences, and funded in part
by the National Sea Grant College Program. EDALHAB is 8 feet
in diameter and 12 feet long. It was constructed using donated and
]ow-cost materials, including the hull, which was once a chemical
processing chamber. Overall, the cost -of the project was under
U.N.H. President Evelyn Handler praised the role of
$4500.
EDALHAB in marine research and called and exhibit" A tribute to
the faculty and students who participated in EDALHAB,S
development and operation." The success of the marine habitat
project by the students helped to start and establish the U.N.H.
Ocean Projects course, an annual program of student education,
which is supported by the U.N.H./U. Maine Sea grant College
Program.
-BETSY WHITE

football games. In previous years it
had been relegated to the the
stands by the end zone. In their
new location, the members will be
able to participate more with the
audience and the cheerleaders.
Larry Lang is a graduate
assistant in the music department.
Last year he assisted with the
marching band, and he hopes the
changes he has initiated as director
will make halftime more
interestirig and enjoyable.

~\\\

\\.e~

The
New

Hampshire

DAY PACKS

BOOK BAGS

*15 MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM
*LARGE SELECTION OF COLORS
*PRICED FROM $10.95-$29.95
North Face
Caribou
Chuck Roast
Jan Sport
Kelty
Sierra Designs
WILDERNESS CAMPING
BACKPACKING,
AND CROSS-COUNTRY SKI
EQUIPMENT.

lllildtrness Crails

Pettee Brook Lane
Durham. New Hampshire 03824
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30
Sat. 9-5:00

DURHAM BIKE
19 Jenkins Court, Durham
868-5643

Tall Parson Sala:
Top rated large frames(mostly 25"; some 23")
with 10 or 12 speeds:
$185 00

Sale:
FUJ~ .. Monterey.. Reg:
WINDSOR .. International" AM5 Reg: 260 Sale: 225
$215°0

Short Person Sala:

Anu Person Sala:

SUNDAY. SEPTEMBER 20
WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE FIELD HOCKEY
TOURNEY: Concludes with Penn State vs. Iowa, Memori~l Field,
IO a.m.
MEN'S BASEBALL: vs. St. Anselm's, doubleheader. Brackett
Field. I p.rn.
SUNDAY EVENING FOLK SERVICE: -Contemporary student
led service. Come and share your gifts and talents. Every Sunday,
Community Church of Durham, 6 p.m.
MUSO FILM: .. Dona Flor and Her Two Husbands,"a Brazilian
film starring Sonia Braga, Jose Wilker, and Mauro Mendonca.
••The heady hedonism and blithe spirits of Dona Flor have made it
the most successful film in Brazilian history." Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m . Admission:$ I or season film pass.
MU B PUB: Russ Dumont with Sunday Nite Oldies. Sponsored by
MUSO. 8 p.m. Admission: 50¢ with UNH ID and proof of age.
MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 21 .
.RED CROSS BLOOD.BANK: ••1t'sa Wildcat Caper."Sponsored
by Durham Chapter of the American Red Cross. Granite State
Room . Memorial Union, IO a.m.-3 p.m.
TRADITIONAL JAZZ SERIES: Two-piano jazz with Mike
Markaverich and Jack Burner. / Sponsored by MUSO and
Department of Music. Strafford Room, Memorial Union. 8 p.m.
Admission: students $2.50; general $3.50.
Tl!ESDAY. SEPTEMBER 22

RED CROSS BLOOD BANK: Sponsored by Durham Chapter of
the American Red Cross. Granjte State Room, Memorial Union, IO
a .m.-3 p.m.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Homer and the Epic.
Charles H. Leighton. AMLL (Spanish). Room 303. James Hall. 11
a.m.-12:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S TENNIS: vs. Bowdoin. Field House Tennis Courts,
3:30 p.m.

NICKS
Main Street, Durham

MONDAY NIGHT:

r.v.

HAPPY HOUR 9-Closing

TUESDAY NIGHT:

WINDSOR " Carrera .. AM 3 All sizes Reg. $340 Sale $249

Citadel Locks $27.95
Exel Road Skies

SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 19
MEN'S TENNIS: vs. Maine. Field House Tennis Courts, IO a.m.
MEN'S BASEBALL: vs. U. So. Maine, doubleheader, Brackett
Field. I p.m.
WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE FIELD HOCKEY
TOURNEY : UNH vs. Penn. State, 12 noon; NEastern vs. Iowa,
2:30 p.m .. Both at Memorial Field. Concludes September 20.
MUSO ·Lecture: Guest speaker Denise Alexander. She plays Dr.
Lesley Weber on daytime serial ..General Hospital." Granite State
Room, Memorial Union. 8 p.m. Admission: students $1.50; general
$3 .
MUB PUB: One People (reggae music). Sponsored by MUSO. 8
p.m. Admission: Students with UNH ID, $2.25; general $2.75.
Proof of age required.

FOOTBALL On Our Big Screen

ROSS "Boys" 10-speed Reg . S17900 Sale $125 00
ROSS ..Girls" 10-speed Reg. S 17900 Sale S 12500
FUJI "Royale" (12 speed CrMo) Reg . $340 Sale $289
FUJI "S- 12-S" (12 speed CrMo) Reg. $380 Sale $319

Also

FRIDAY. SEPTEMBER 18
DEADLINE FOR INTENT-TO-GRADUATE CARDS TO BE
SUBMITTED TO THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE FOR
DECEMBER 20, 1981 COMMENCEMENT.
LAST DAY TO DROP COURSES, CHANGE SECTIONS OR
CHANGE TO AUDIT WITHOUT $10 LATE FEE: COURSES
MAY BE DROPPED WITHOUT ACADEMICE LIABILITY
UNTIL MID-SEMESTER .
WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE FIELD HOCKEY
TOURNEY : UNH vs. Iowa, Memorial Field, 3:30 p.m. Continues
·
through September 20.
CELEBRITY SERIES: The Hartford Ballet, under artistic director
Michael Uthoff, performs a wide range of dances that appeal to
seasoned dance fans, new audiences, and the most respected dance
critics. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
Admission: students and senior citizens, $5; USNH faculty / staff,
$6; general, $7.
MUB PUB: One People (reggae music). Sponsored by- MUSO. 8
p.m. Admission: Students with UNH ID, $2.25; general $2.75 .
Proof of age required.

11011: sa1a ontv tor Hstad rrama sizes ■hlla SUDDIV 11111.
All trames 25-vear warrantv
All bikes earn, one vaar 11'88 sarUlca and ChlCIIUDS

Hours: aa.m. to 5 p.m. mondau-saturdau

HAPPY HOUR 9 to Closing

WEDNESDAY NIGHT:
<,

,, ,

I J

I'

,,,
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ACADEMIC
SCHOLARSHIPS: Four $250 scholarships will be
presented in late October. For junior. senior, or graduate
students in Plant Science. Forestry. or related programs.
Applications and requirements: Dean Rich's office.
Taylor Hall. Deadline: October I.
CAREER
RESUME WRITING· WORKSHOP: Lecture and
discussion sessions devoted to written job-getting
communication techniques: resumes. cover letters. etc.
Sponsored by Career Planningand Placement. Monday.
September 21, Forum Room. Dimond Library. 6:30 p.m.
CU'BS & ORGANIZATIONS
SOCIAL SERVICE STUDENT GROUP:
Organi1.ational meeting for anyone interested in the
Social Services. Tuesday, September 22. Murkland.
(\oom 21, 12:30 p.m.
SPAGHETTI SUPPER: Meet friends at the .. pitch -in"
spaghetti supper. Sponsore<.I by Campus Gay Awareness.
Monday, September 21. Phillip Hale Room. Paul Arts
Cente, 6:30 p.m. Donation: $1. Contact: CG.A.
Mailbox, Room 126. Memorial Union.
SOLAR ENERGY COALITION: MEETING WITH
SPEAKER RAY MORRISON FROM UNH ENERGY
OFFICE. THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 24.
Senate/ Merrimack Room, Memorial Union. 7 p.m.
ADOPTED GRANDPARENTS PROGRAM:
Organi1.ational meetings are open to all students
interested in adopting a grandparent for one hour each
week. Wednesday. September 23, Senate Room.
Memorial Union. 6:30 p.m.
CHESS CLUB: Open meeting. Chess equipment
provided. All skill levels welcome. Tuesday. September
22. Room 53. Hamilton Smith. 7 p.m.
COMM ENT ARY: Organi1.ationaliinterest meeting for
students who would like to work as members of editorial
and production staff and would like to submit original
material for publication. Wednesday. Septemhcr 23.
Room M313. Paul Creative Arts Center. 4:30 p.m.
PARAPSYCHOLOGY AND WHOLISTIC
PROGRAMMING MEETING: Open organi1ational
meeting. Sponsored by TOSNOM. Wednesday.
September 23. Hanover Room. Memorial Union. 7-9
p.m.
STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING: Open meeting.
Tuesday. September 22. Grafton Room. Memorial
Union, 7 p.m.
ASSOCIATION OF COMPUTING MACHINERY:
Open organi1.ational meeting. Thursday. September 24.
Room M227. Kingsbury. I p.m.
PERSONAL GROWTH GROUPS will offer to groups
in promoting independence. "Overcoming'' Shyness will
meet Thursday evenings from 7 to 8:30 p.m. starting
Sept. 24. "The Art of Leaving Home"will meet on Friday
evenings from 7 to 8:30 p.m. beginning Sept. 25. Both
groups will meet in the library of the Comm1.1nity Church
. Main Street. Durham. To register call Elaine
Zimmerman at 692-3173 in the evenings after 6:30.
OUIPl"TER SER\U:Es
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed below.
Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or stop by Room
2E. Stoke Cluster.
DECIO ~E.MINAR: Monthly seminar (geared to
experienced DECIO users). Question and anser period
followed by a discussion. Topics vary. Tuesday.
September·22, Stoke Cluster. 3-4:30 p.m.
BACKUP: Used to archive or store files on magnetic
tape. Wednesday, September 23, Stoke Cluster. 2-4 p.m.
Pre-requisite: Beginning Timeshar-ing. Previous
experience with tapes is helpful. but not required. Course
fee: $2.

OVERVIEW Or STATISTICAL PACKAGES:
Highlights the available statistical packages on the UN H
DECsystem 10. Thursday, September 24. Stoke Cluster,
12:30:-2 p.m. Pre-requisite: Some experience with
statistics helpful but not essential. Course fee: $2.
BEGINNING SOS: Provides instruction increatirigand
editing program and data files on the DECsystemlO
using the SOS text editor. Thursday. September 24.
Stoke Cluster. 2:30-4:30 p.m. Prerequisite: Knowledge of
timesharing equivalent to that covered in Beginning
Timesharing. Course fee: $2.
BEGINNING XTECO: Provides instruction in creating
and editing program and data files on the DECsystem IO
using the text editor XTECO. Thursday. September 24.
Stoke Cluster. 6-8 p.m. Pre-requisite: Beginning
Timesharing. Course fee: $2.
PASCAL INTERACTIVE DEBUGGER: Covers
important features and also guide on interpreting Pascal
compile time and run time error messages. Friday.
September 25, Stoke Cluster, to a.m. - 12 noon. Prerequisite: BATCH/CARDS or Batch experience. Course
fee: $2
GE:'IIERAL
ABOUT ANIMALS ON CAMPUS: Because of
increasing problems caused by animals on campus.
members of the University community are asked to
cooperate in complying with the University policy which
'!:1ates: Animals other than seeing eye dogs or laboratorytyp~. are prohibited from University buildings for safety,
sanitary. and health reasons. Tying or chaining animals
inside or outside buildings is also prohibited.
LOST AND FOUND SERVICE: Is provided at the
University Information Center in the Memorial Union
(MU B). We encourage you to hang on to your books and
other belongings. but if you Become separated from
them. call 862-2600, or stop by the Info Center. Chances
are someone will have turned in the lost items.
RAP~LLING CLINIC: No equipment or prior
experience necessary. Sponsored by Army ROTC.
Monday-Wednesday. September 21-23. Field House
South East corner. 2-5 p.m.
WELCOME BACK CLAMBAKE: Limited tickets
available at Catholic Student Center and Memorial
Union Ticket Office. Sponsored by Catholic Student
Center Organi1,,ation. Sunday. September 27, St. Thomas
More Student Center. 6 p.m. Admission: $3.
UNH DANCE THEATER COMPANY: Auditions
open to all· UNH students. Previous experience in ja1.1.,
ballet. or modern dance is necessary. Tuesday.
September 22. Newman Dance Studio. New Hampshire
Hall. 6 p.m. There may be callbacks at 8 p.m.
Wednesday. September 23. Anual concert will be
presented in March. 1982.
STUDENT-FACULTY PICNIC: Animal science and
pre-vet majors. Sponsored by Animal Science
Department. Wednesday, September 23, UNH Soccer
Field, 4:30-6:30 p.m. Pick up free ticket: Room 203,
Kendall. Menu: Barbequed chicken. homade desserts,
and mo.re.
DIMOND LIBRARY HOURS EXTENDED:
Beginning September 18. th~ Library will be open Friday
nights until 9 p.m.
CAR WASH FUND RAISER: The great 99¢ special.
Sponsored by McLaughlin Hall. Saturday. Septeuber
19, Old Colony Self-Service Gas Station (Gasoline
Alley). Durham. 9 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Charge: 99¢.
DAY AT ADAMS POINT: Volleyball. music. and· a
picnic (food provided). Sponsored by International
Student Association. Saturday. September 19.
International House (mini-dorms). leaving at 10 a.m.
Admission: member $1: non-members.

s
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inexpensively by bus.
.. Buses came very close to our
house and dropped us off a few
minutes later in the heart of the
city;• Claudine said.
By going into the city often and
being exposed to the large
numbers of businessmen from
other countries, the twins
developed a prefere nee for the
business world. Thus, both girls

entered the Business Administration program at UNH.
••we've always been surrounded
by business so it was a natual
choice for us to choose the major.
My sister and I share the same
interests which makes the
trans1t1on to UNH easier with
someone who thinks. acts and
looks like yourself." Claudette
said.

mill Pond Center, Inc.
. _.RFD 3 Box 1Newmorket Road
111
~ .J>

Durham, New Ham .shire 03824

.. A non!profit organirallon <1ed1catr.d to fosten nq commu nity ,rlPrf'St ,n thr. arts

FALL PROGRAMS FOR YOUTH
BALLET
MODERN DANCE
MOVEMENT FOR ATHLETES
YOUTH SEACOAST COMMUNITY ORCHESTRA
CREATIVE DANCE
SEACOASl CHILDREN"$ CHORUS
ACTING WORKSHOP

FALL PROGRAMS FOR TEENS AND ADULTS
JAZZ DANCE
BALLET
T'AI CHI
SCULPTURE
KARATE
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
PERFORMING DANCE COMPANY
AEROBICS
MODERN DANCE
YOGA
SHINTAIDO
COUNTRY/CIRCL c DANCE

Write or call the Mill Pond Center for add1t1onal information and applicat,ons: 868-7073

GEfTHE
WH_..._OLE
PICl'ORE...
the artisans
-Art SupplieE
-Drafting Materials
-Custom Framing
-Needle Arts

I

-Crafts

discount
lOOt
'lOon art,supplies
for students with UNH I.D.

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN ~
CANCER SOCIETY.

Located at

The NEWINGTON MALL
on the KARI-VAN route
to Portsmouth
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The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room I 5 I
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 AM-2 PM., Third class postage paid at
Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day. The
New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other
errors, but will reprint that part of an advertisement in which a
typographical error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER:
send address changes to The New Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham,
NH, 03824. 11,000 copies per issue printed by Courier Publishing Co.,
Rochester N.H .

HANDLER----(continued from page I)
academic program entirely from
the budget process, such cuts have
been significantly less in
proportional terms than has been
the case elsewhere in the
university."
A faculty advisory committee on
budget priorities was established
to prevent the need to make
reductions if needed, she added.
Several administrative changes
over the summer were outlined by
the President, who said they were
designed to "strengthen the
administration and make more
responsive to the needs of the
campus."
The changes included the
appointment of Gregg Sanborn as

Dean of Student Affairs, and the
appointment of Roy Erickson as
associate vice-president for
academic affairs in addition to his
post as dean of the graduate
school.
A nine percent salary increase
approved by trustees in July was
what Handler called wonly the
beginning to reversing the general
trend of the last decade, in terms of
faculty salaries."
Handler asked the faculty to
encourage change and to be active
participants of the university,
"whether as supporters or as
constructive critics."
Although Handler admitted
that "clearly the budget is going to
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condition the co.urse we set for this
institution, H she stressed she did
not want dollar signs to determine
the direction of the school.
"My agenda for the University
of New. Hampshire is a simple
one," she said. HI am interested in
seeing us plan a future for this
institution based on the
development of truly distinctive
and first-rate programs .. .I am
committed to the principle of merit
for faculty, students and
admi-nistators. H

visit the skilied
professionals at

1,.PP•ICYI

Home Delivery
call

MARIJUANA
MORE HARMFUL THAN YOU THINK
A Symposium
Dealing With One 0/ Tire Greatest Health Problems Facing
The Youth Of Our Nation Today.
SPECIAL FEATURED SPEAKERS

862-1490 862-1124

Mens and Women's hairstyling
Durham Shopping Center

WEEK 18-24 SEPT

Open every Saturday

868-7363

and Evenings
(Tues. - Fri.)

DR. DONALD IAN MACDONALD, M.D.
A Pediarrioun Louk• Ar Por
Dr. MacDonald is a pract1c1n9 pediatrician in Cle.irwater. Fla. He grilduatl/d from Williams Colle!!<-'.
8.A. , Temple University. M.D .. served an ln1ersh1pl 1958-59) a t Duval Medic di Center. Ja,:ksonville. Fla .•
a Residency in Pediatncs. I 1959-60) at St. ChnS1ophers Hospnal for Children. Ph,ladelphid. Pa. Smee
1962 unto! 1hepresen1 he has heen a pra~licongpedoatncoan with the Clearwater P~d,atric Assoc,anon. He
became certified on 1963 """h the American Board,>I Pediatncs,.ind a Felk,w with the AmericanAcadem~·
of Pediatrics.

He ,s a member of the Amencan Medoc.il Associahon. the Florida Medical Assoc1111,on. the Pinellas
County !Fla.) M.-docal Socie1,: and serves unto! 1982 as rhe President -elee1 of the Suncoasr Pl/didtric
Conlerence. Currently, he 1s rhe Dire<lor of Chmcal Res.-arch for STRAIGHT. Sr. PetPrshurg. fL,.

The World of Books
Is the most remarkable creation of man,
Nothing else he builds lasts.
Monuments fall,
Nations perish,
Civilizations grow old and die out
and aft.er an era of darkness
New races build others.
But in the world of books are volumes
That have seen this happen again and again
And yet live on
Still young.
_
·Still as fresh as the day they were written,
Still telling men's hearts
Of the hearts of men centuries dead.

Dr. MacDonald,. the author of the nan, 1nally ren,gnized arude. '"Tnr C/1111< u/ Sv111Jmmr ul Aclo/,,,
,·e11r Dn,g Abuse.·
·
Born m N. V C ..

Dr. M.,cDon.ild no"· resides Ill Cl.-an,·<11.-r \\ith h,- "-1f,, ,,mi fo,ur .-hildwn

ROBERT KRAMER, A.B. D.M.
A

Dr,~g C(JtAnM'lor addri'SMl'S th•• 1ssut•
··_ .therPulth•mM'uf <,t1rme!>'tugt?l1,pu,rJn,,,,1hc:r 1h••1. nm1•·a.lc1•ud1,lrrf'•)c

1J

A,1tl1f rhr1.

cl,m·r. li.#lfJ

u·r/P'"
Boh Kramer ,,:.is educ~1ed di the Sidwell Fr~nd, S,:hool. W<1sh1n91011. L> C r,•.-coved ,m A.R. . , um
l•ude Harvard Umwrsn~·. Oxford Umwrsn~-. Engldnd ISch,.,I of Th,•ol, 1\1~ •. Ho ,nor.. ,md a Ma,1n, of
0i'1noly. Westmrnoter The•~•,gical Sem1n.1r~.
He has 1'-orked 1,1,,ih youth Jnd thvir drug related pmhlems for 1en ,e•r, He s,,rwd ,1s Drug Ahu...-

Coun~lor m Lexmgh>n. Ma ..~. and \A.'ttrkeri cm 1ht- ~tdff <Jf ., ftlmd~ n,un~bn!;! • l!nWr in Ph1lmlelph1a. Pa.
Presentl1»· he ser,:es 1\!!!i c1 rnoMJhJnl 1,, 1he Nt111ondl Jm;fJtute •>n Mel\li\l Ht•.1hh fc,r their Yc•LJth ~,•..,d ..
Progrdm dtld 1s 1!:w CcM>rdm1.1tor of the Anne Arundel Akohol and Drug PrtJ!d11,m. AmltlJ'lltl1s. Md
Born m DurhJm. NC .. ,n\d mo\"m~ 10 \.\\,,hing1on. 0.C .u d!)e mne. Bub nu\, r,•..,1ch·:- m Arm,,pnn ...
'-'" rh,lcin1 n

~tct v.uh ha, u.,t~ ~md

UPDATED and INFORMATIVE INF'ORMATION
&uurday. Seplembt!r 26. 1981
NEW ENGLAND CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
9 ,l.m. · 12 nlKlll

o,,.,n ,., rlw Puh/11·

No Cli,1r!w

Spo11sorecl 8l

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE COUNCIL
on

MARIJUANA ABUSE
P.O . Box 165. D'-''-'rfil'id, N.H 03037
'fd 11',1)31 -lh.l HMX:I

I· •,d..,i '•. :,; H A.I) A P

..........

......

~

,.,

E.M.LOEW'S DOWNTOWN
PORTSMOUTH
•
DIAL

By Clarence Day

436 · 5710

-PRICES·

F.&S. EVE.$1.35 F $2.70
OTHER 95c. F $1.90
TIMES

_...--i Features.........

AIESEC - UNH
WHITTEMORE.SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
OURHAM. NH 0382•

At 7:00 Sun 6:30
"Heavy Metal"
and
At 8:45 Sun 8: 1 5
Cheech & Chong's
"Nice Dreams"

Compliments of the
UNH BOOKSTORE
where
books mean much
mor.e than business.

. . . ._Mo_

Thol_lonll_latlon
olSt.-,.inE__,,lca

WANT TO TRAVEL
AND WORK
ABROAD DURING
THE SUMMER?

4th Annual Fall
Camping and Pre-Season
X-C Ski Sale
Now through Sept. 26

AIESEC-UNH can provide that
opportunity along with practical
business experience. Come to the
new membership meeting and
join the student organization
which looks ahead to the future.

-tei:its-packs-hiking boots-wind and rain gear-freeze dried food-etc.-

Now is the best time to buy /or the coming
cross-country ski season!
Clearance on last year's skis

Complete packages from$79.95

WHEN; Tuesday, Sept. 22 1:00 p.m.
WHERE; ~cConnell Hall Rm 212
Students of all majors are welcome

a
-=-

lPildtrnt55 l'rails

Pettee Brook Lane
Durh;im. New Hamosh,rt' 03824
H,,: ~ !\tl,,11 111 9 63(!
So119bf1,l

.
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WATER
•·we locked all the doors and
told everyone once they left the
building they couldn't come back
in," said Ken Cross, R.A. from
Englehardt first floor. They got the
water from faucets outside."
Randall Hall Head Resident
Louise Jacklin called the
waterfight "fairly lighthearted,"
adding that "any University you go
to has high spirited traditions. At
Cambridge in England they dump
everyone out of rowboats into the
river," she said.
"It was harmless because it was
kept outside where it should be,"
Jacklin said. "There was no
damage in Randall, Hitchcock, or
Devine and no one was written up.
Mind you," Jacklin continued, "I
closed my ground floor windows."
Not everyone would agree that
the waterfights were harmless,
however. Resident assistant Cross
saw mud, tomatoes, and other
food being thrown. "A few people
were even carrying sticks," he said.
"There's a tendency for the
waterfights to get more violent."
The police were also called to the
scene but left shortly after .being
drenched. No arrests were made.
Participants of the annual campus waterfight.

(Photo by Jonathan Blake)

Succeed
in business.

"It's a lot easier with a Texas Instruments calculator
designed to solve business problems."
Touch a few special keys on these Texas
Instruments calculators, the TI Business
Analyst-Ir~1and The MBN~~ and lengthy
time-value-of-money problems suddenly
aren't lengthy anymore. You can automatically calculate profit
margins,forecast

sales and earnings and perform statistics.
And problems with repetitive calculations
are a piece of cake for the MBA, because it's
programmable.
These calculators mean business, and what
they give you is time-time to grasp underlying
business concepts, while they handle the number crunching. To make it even easier, eaclr
calculator comes with a book written especially
for it, which shows you how to make use of the
calculator's full potential.
The Business Analyst-II and MBA business
·. calculators from Texas Instruments. Tw~o
ways to run a successful business major, without running yourself ragged.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

TI Business
Analyst-II

1-,-,.JMG:-JA .·
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I<.:) 1981 Texa!I In!ltruments· Incorporated

From the quad, the 300 wet'but
excited students "visited" Sawyer,
Stoke and Christensen.
"It started here about 11:15,"
said Christy Nason. "We heard
them yelling, 'We want
Christensen!' and then people
starting throwing water out of
everywhere."
According to Nason, the fights
in Christensen were not confined
to outside. "My floor dragged me
out of my room and dumped a
bucket of water on me. There was
about a half inch of water left on
the bathroom floor when it was all
over."
Someone also pulled a fire alarm
in Christensen which sent those
who preferred to watch out into
the night. "It was fun at first, being
a freshman and all," Nason said.
"But after awhile it really got out of
hand. I think the RA 's were really
mad. It was almost like a riot. They
couldn't control anyone."
Control was not a question to
most students, however. Many
including sophomore Darryl
Lajoie, expressed that it was "a
good time, better than studying."
Some had such a good time that
they tried to recreate Sunday's
melee-on Tuesday night.
Again the shouting and water
throwing started around 10:00
p.m. This time however, the hall
directors turned off the out.;ide
water faucets and the chaos
subsided before it really ever got a
chance to start.
"There were about 100 people,"
said freshman Mark Keenan.
"Christensen, Stoke and Sawyer
thought they'd get us back but
when they got to the quad they
found all the water turned off."
Keenan said a lot of water was
thrown out of windows and people
outside got water from the stream
next to the MUB until the fun
became too much like work.
Enough is enough.

The
New
Hampshire
Submit typed
letters
to the Editor
in Room 151
of the MUB.
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COLLEGE

The New Hampshire

May Be Expensive . . .

LOST DOG FREYA

1

Mi.ssing since 12 July 1981 from
Newmarket. Female, medium size,
thin, long-legged. Short hair-black
with white on chest and paws. No
collar. If seen, please call 742-0176

LOOKING FOR A BED ?

But Buying Clothes
Doesn't Have To Be!
The futon is a viable and inexpensive alternative to
~onventional bedding materials. Inner springs, foam, plastic and
similar materials mold themselves to the contours of the body,
thereby holding tense muscles in position. The gentle firmness of
the futon gives excellent support to the back and spine, but
enables the muscles to relax. By folding the futon during the day,
you free up a larger area of living space, a boon in crowded
rooms, and with the addition of one or more of our all-cotton
zabuton floor pillows, you can turn your futon into an attractive
couch and seating area.
The futon can be placed on a board, platform, box spring,
hammock, or the floor. Ours come in the following sizes: twin
($75), three-quarter ($85), double ($95), queen ($l05), king
($145).
You can get your futon at our retail store in Portsmouth. We
have everything you could possibly want to equip yourself for
home, trail, and in-between. And while you 're -in Portsmouth
visit our brand new clothing store, Wholly Macro! located next
I
to our unique shop.

When Judy Lafferty prepares for a
race like the annual
cross-Iowa run, she
makes sure her bike is
in perfect shdpe .
She inspects and
adjusts every part. She
tunes and balances
the whole machine, so
it can go the distance .
Because she
treats her body the
same way, she discovered a lump in her
breast a few years
ago.
She discovered it
early. And these days,
85% of early breast
cancers can be treated
successfully.
Judy has since
had reconstructive
surgery, too. And she
feels like herself
again . Alive, vibrant,
ready to get on her
bike and take on the
world.
Judy Lafferty is
just one example of
the kind of progress
we're making against
cancer in its many
forms .
The American
Cancer Society takes
some credit for that
progress. But credit
won't finance ou r
work .
We need your
money to help us win
this race .

Macro Po1o, nc.
89 Market St.
Portsmouth, NH 03801
603-436-8338

We Buy and Sell Used Furniture

GETTO THE
POIITT {,~
8 1/, % ROW.~.;,:;:

VIKING**

ACCOUITT

SUN*****

DOCKSIDE
VIKING DOCK. MARKET ST .• PORTSMOUTH, NH

Viking Cruises is proud to present some of New
England's Finest Dance Bands. Dockside. from 9
-12 pm. Wine. Spirits and Light Dinner available.

•: SEPT. 18th
•
BEN BALDWIN and the BIG NOTE •
•* Rhythm and Blues
:
:,..* Cover charge $3/person
•
:•
* SEPT. 25th
** J. B. HUTTO and the NEW HAWKS
•
*•,.. Rhythm and Blues
•
••,.. Cover charge
••
*,..,.. SEPT. 26th
••.
*•,.. THE DRONES
By Hook or By Crook) •
*,.. (Formerly,
t
Cover charge $3/ person
•
***
***
<&o3 >431 ~ssoo
i(

Seacoast Savings NOW Accounts give you banking
know-how. NOW enables you
to write checks and collect
your sav:tngs single-handedly.
One account, one monthly
statement, while earning
5¼% interest with a $5.00
mmim.um balance.

i(
i(

i(

SHARE
THE COST

i(

OFLIYING.!
GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.

3

i(

iC

i(

Jt

-

--

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Exit #7 off 1-95

-

Seacoast
Savings
Bank

537 Central Avenue, Dover, NH
749-2150
240 Locust Street, 749-2151
Weeks Traffic Circle, 749-2152

Member F.0.1.C.
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-----------COPS
started there were no two way
radios. You made friends on foot
· so if you got into trouble, people
would call the precinct for you.

Brown got to be known as "the
crippler" on his beat due to an
incident where he saved one youth
from being beaten up by five.

(continued from page 1)
"I told them all if I saw them
ganging up on each other I'd
cripple_them," and the name stayed
with him until retirement.

"It used to be like you were John
Wayne on your beat" said Phillips.
"You'd say this is my post and I'm
not going to put up with this. You

Care Pharmacy

Scorpio's Pub HR

51-53 Main Street 868-2280
Hours 9-6 Mon. - Sat. ·

NEW HAPPY HOURS

All School Supplies 20% Off
Pens
Pencils
Notebooks

Erasers
Magic Markers
and more...

Dr. Scholl's Sandals $}2.95
Dr. Scholl's Sashay Sandals $}3.95

ONE WEEK ONLY

The Soaps on Big Screen
Also

ALL NITE M·o nday and Tuesday
And of course
the UNH Tradition

FRIDAY 4-7 p.m.

The quickest way to get
emergency money.

wanted to have a good reputation"
on the force and on the streets.
During their twenty-plus years
with the 107th precinct, they
watched their section of the city go
from the population of 93,000 to
350,000 ( comparable to the
population of New Hampshire).
With the increased number of
people they also noticed an
increase in crime.
"You could go anywhere you
wanted without fear when we were
growing up," said Phillips. But the
influx of an unemployed
population brought problems.
"When you have time on your
hands, you've got crime on your
hands."
But fear and anger towards
people were feelings that never
made their imprints upon these
New York cops.
"It's just like being in the war,"
said Phillips.
"Nothing can
happen to you if you don't think it
will."
"Maybe I didn't have the sense
to be afraid," said Brown. "In
general all people are good, even
the worst of them. I used to feel
sorry for them."
After a close call on a roof,
Phillips quit the force -and moved
with his family to Barrington,
N.H.
An acquaintance (who
turned out to be his son-in-law)
lived in the area. He was offered a
job with the UN H police
department, and has served as a
sergeant for seven years.
Brown came up to visit Phillips
on his summer vacations. "In July
of 1976 I retired, and in August of
that summer I accepted a job with
UNH." Brown now works in the
traffic division.
"There's a lack of real serious
crime up here. The officer doesn't
have the distress that is common in
the city; you don't have the true
element of crime," said Brown
"Our old partners have aged so
quickly," said Phillips. "Suicide
among retire_d cops is very high.
After a while they feel useless. If
you get out of the city, you'll be
much better off."
Phillips and his wife spend much
of their free time walking, dancing
cross-country skiing and hiking.
"You do miss it." Phillips said of
New York police. "You read these
stupid books (about New York
cops) or you watch a T.V. show,
and it reminds you. It's a part of
you."

Interested in
writing or
photography

These days a trip to the. college bookstore can reduce your available funds to
some small change. Luckily, that's about
all you ·need to make the one phone call
that can replenish your depleted funds
in a couple of hours. Here's what to do:

1
■ Call home. Report the situation, and
tell the folks they can get emergency
cash to you fast by phone.

I■

Ask them to call Western Union's
toll-free number, S0J-325-6000 (in ~issouri, 800-342-6700), anytime, day or
night. ~hey charge the money and service fee to their MasterCard* or VISAt

card. A Western Union Charge Card
Money Order, up to $1,000, will be
flashed to the Western Union office or
agent nearest your emergency.

J
■ Pick up your money-usually within
two hours-at the local Western Union
office or agent. There are 8,500 nationally, except in Alaska. Conveniently,
about 900 locations are open 24 hours.
It's that easy.
Be sure to remind your parents about
our toll-free number. It's all they need to

back you up at the bookstore.
*The MasterCani name is owned by Interbank Card Association.
tThe VISA name i11 owned by VISA International.

Western ·union Charge Card Money Order.

Room 151
MUB
SubmittYJ>ed
letters
to the Editor
in Room 151
of the MUB.
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University Fo·rum
Who the hell was Williani Loeb
The political force
Professor Romoser
Study of William Loeb's politics can tell us a good deal
about the dangers and potentialities of politics generally,
about special features of political thought and action in
the United States, and last--but certainly not least--about
the peculiarities of the New Hampshire political
environment.
About '"politics" generally: Bill Loeb seems to have
acted (through his newspapers, the Manchester UnionLeader in particular) as if politics did not have to do with
something as vague as "balance" and "fairness," but with
the massive influencing of the course of events. This was
true, at least. insofar as his dramatic oversimplificationsand, some would say, even worse-were not simply in the
service of selling more copies of the newspaper. Loeb
insisted on presenting issues in "clear black and white
tersm," in order, in a sense, to clarify them and rescue
them from the numbing rhetoric of genteel double-talk.
Beyond this, however, if something was seen as black it
was not just to be deplored: something was to be done
about it, and fast.
There is a strength in this approach, as a description of
how much politics may actually work, of how events are
molded, and as a lesson in realism. Loeb and his admirers
were probably not wrong in emphasizing his frankness:
he wrote in public what many others only say in private,
or set into the world through rumor and innuendo.
Ultimately, however, this approach, whether in private
or in public, implies a fearful politics of "friend" and
"enemy": war with the patina of politics. Its abruptness
and dramatic simplicity have elements of surprise and
single-minded persistence which are prized in combat,
but which in the li(e of a community immobilize most
"non-political" citizens into uncertainty or apprehension.
It is playing with fire in human affairs.
And for what goals? Loeb liked to picture himself as a
great critic, a great dissenter against the establishment,
whether Wall Street or despised "soft-headed liberals and
intellectuals.'' In this, he was truly a representative of one
ambiguous side of "democratic" populism and
progressivisim in this century. He claimed to take the
view of the little man against the big-shots. Even his
cultivated public image as a "tough guy"seemed to speak
to a strong cultural trait in American society. The man
who was bounced on Godfather Teddy Roosevelt's lap as
a babe (his father was private secretary to this strenuous
president) imbibed much of the bluster of those who
claimed to speak for the "real down-to-earth America."
Most of all, though, the power of Loeb's political
rhetoric lay in the astonishing claim that his heated
language, slogans and attacks were in the service of high
moral purposes. His opponents or chosen targets were
said to be dangerous meddlers with standards, values and
morality. This master stroke of rhetoric showed its

impact ( or its intended impact) in a comment attributed
to one New Hampshireman after Loeb's death: "I felt
se~ure having him around. He was .. .protecting me from
thmgs that were evil. I felt safer with him alive."
. L_o eb ~eems to. have cultivated a "crisis-mentality" to
Justify his exceptional words: if we face so many threats
to what he was pleased to call the American way, must
not good citizens join the fight against subverters and
hoodlums and dismiss as effete attempts to be calmer?
Loeb•~ mastery of this use of "toughness." in the service of
~ claimed morality, inhibited public discussion of some
issues.
Loeb and his paper both reflected and conditioned
some choices which are discussed in New Hampshire
politics, establishing or intensifying a certain
atmosphere, a certain horizen. For one thing, he tried to
equate his particular views not only with the anxieities
and fears of the "average citizen," but also with defense of
the appealing and nostalgic features of Ne.w Hampshire
small-town life. More: his rtretoric and political clout
tended to focus attention on short-term sensational
charges and counter-charges, rather than on long-term
issues and problems in the state.
As Professor Craig notes in the following essay, Loeb's
massive influence has probably been in helping to make
the "tax issue" just about an untouchable subject for
political discussion in the state. Two decades ago, Duane
Lockard, in a perceptive book on New England state
politics. observed that historically there has been a
tendency to frame "policy issues" primarily in financial
terms, that is, to talk first of money and later (maybe)
about public purposes. William Loeb no doubt approved
of that observation, and labored to continue and
intensify the pattern it described . Needless to say, the
University, in its ability to look ahead and plan for future
quality, is also impacted by this approach. Decisionmaking in an atmosphere of crisis and apprehension was
something which seemed quite proper to Bill Loeb.
Perhaps he thought it was better not to let people think
too far ahead.

(Professor Romoser of the Political Science Department
is a specialist in political thought, including the study of
American politkal ideas. He is currently preparing the
introduction to a new edition of Herbert Croley s book
The Promise of American Life, a classic 1909 document
of "Progressivism. 'J

The nian 's legacy
Professor Craig
The death of William Loeb, the fesity archconservative publisher of the Manchester (N.H.) UnionLeader, may change New Hampshire's politics
somewhat, certainly in style, but by and large the changes

Reniarks to the freshntan class
On behalf of the faculty I welcome you to your
University and to your campus. We are pleased with your
decision to attend the University of New Hampshire and
hope you will enjoy a voyage of continual self-discovery.
Before you depart a few observations may be in order.
First. the University is an institution of learning. As
members of that institution we all share eternal learning
as a common bond. Obviously. your skills and talent are
considerable or you wouldn't be here. Nevertheless. the
craft of learning can be improved. developed. enhanced.
Your skill in note taking. studying, exams. papers, lab
techniques. quantitative methods, speaking, writing,
listening can and will be refined each semester. These
basic tools of learning are critical. They will serve you
wherever you go. whatever you endeavor, whatever your
profession.
Second, life is often a series of options perhaps no
better exemplified by our University library. Here is a
resource of three quarters of a million volumes at your
fingertips-a resource of immeasurable and incalcuable
value. You wit observe the library approximates the
center of campus. That location is symbolic. It represents
the ultimate goal of education--self-motivation; selflea:rning; self-direction. If we as faculty are successful
educators, you will no longer need us.
Third, seize the op·portunity provided by our
curriculum and our courses. You confront a wide range
of choices and it will be your privilege to select a

combination of subjects from nearly 2,000 offerings each
semester. Do not prejudge your courses. Irrespective of
name or title. some are bound to surprise you, inspire
you, enlighten you, challenge you:
And try something different. Take risks. Do not resist
experimentation. You may be in for a pleasant surprise.
Indeed. a course may open up new vistas, new directions,
new worlds. perhaps a new career.

.....
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Special edition
in the state's politics are the result of factors other than
the newspaper and have been active for some time and
will continue.
The huge population explosion of New Hampshire,
with growth rates of 24.6% from 1970-1980 and 21.5%
from 1960-1970, particularly concentrating in the
southern crescent fromed by the communities stretching
from Nashua to Portsmouth, along the Massachusetts
border, have resulted in a growth of Democq1tic party
registration so that now, for the first time, Democrats are
in second place (32.5%) to Republicans (40. l %) and
independents, who were always in second place to the
Republicans, are now in third place (27%). Indeed, in the
decade 1970 to 1980, Democratic registration in New
Hampshire grew by 67% while Republican registration
grew by 30%, less than the overall growth o the
Democrats has made them and New Hampshire, a
politically competitive society.
Mr. Loeb had very little to do with this change: his
newspaper has not followed the growth of the border
communities and his influence in New Hampshire
politics, therefore, has come to be exercised most
decisively within the Republican party. The creation of
the candidacy of the Meldrim Thomson, and his
subsequent three-term success, is a tribute to Mr. Loeb's
power and that of his paper but Thomson's eventual
defeat by Democrat Gallen testifies to the strength of the
non- (even anti-) Loeb coalition of Democrats and
Republicans and independents, of{fering a less
conservative, more "moderate" alternati.Ye to the Loebbacked Thomson. This competition, between very
conservative Republicans and independents, offering a
less conservative, more ••moderate" alternative to the
Loeb-backed Thomson. This competition, between very
conservative Republicans and a coalition backing less
conservative Democrats is likely to continue, based on
the changes which have occurred in New Hampshire's
population, the growth of the "southern tier" and the
declining importance of the city of Manchester.
In some ways, however, Mr. Loeb had already won his
"war," even if losing many battles. New Hampshire has
no state sales tax of income tax, no "broad-based tax" as
it has come to be called and that is certainly Mr. Loeb's
victory. He alone created the issue and made it dominant,
created the "I will pledge to veto a broad-based tax"
position taken by almost all leading politicians, and it is
Mr. Loeb's legacy to New Hampshire. To those who do
not want to pay such taxes this is is real victory. To those
who continue to suffer because the state doesn not have
sufficient resources to properly fund mental health,
schools such as UNH, homes and plans for the mentally
retarded, etc., this legacy presents their defeat by the
power and purpose of William Loeb.
And so, William Loeb lives on through his legacy.

Robert E. Craig is a Political Science Professor, an
active Democrat, and a researcher of Loebs effect in New
Hampshire.

Manley Irwin

Fourth, exploit the talent and resources of some 600
faculty members. Here in one location is an i~redible
collection of experience. talent, creativity. Their writings
are diverse, their interests wide-ranging, their reputations
world reknown. Do not be intimidated by academics
pursuing esoteric research on arcane subjects. Engage the
faculty: talk to them; probe them, test your ideas and
values. The University faculty exists to work with you. to
enable you to explore your own talent and interests.
Remember. you are the client.
Fifth, be prepared for frustration . Subject content is
never ending, always changing, never complete. It is
neither static nor finite. Facts, circumstances and
conditions alter inexorably-a reality that mandates ,.
learning be a process. not an event. To the extent that
learning never ceases, your u,niversity education is but the
continuation of a life-long adventure in the acquisition of
knowledge and we hope ultimately judgement and
wisdom.
Sixth, we trust you bring to your studies a commitment
to working conscientiously and assiduously. But also be
advised that balance and perspective are critical
ingredients ~o life. Take time for leisure, rest. social
activities, music and whatever philosophical and cultural
interests that beckons you. Aud take time for friends and
colleagues: for you will carry these relationships
throughout your life. No greater tragedy exists than a
successful professional who is simultaneously a failure as

continuously. It may not be particularly comforting ar
the moment, but failure is but a disguised opportunity to
learn about yourself. And that is what a university is all
about. It may also help you to know that should you fall
we at the University are here to help you to your feet, dust
you off. so that you may begin again. All we ask is that
you do your best; for that effort marks the beginning of
self-respect.
Eighth, you may find it tempting, on occasion, to cut
corners both in and out of the classroom. Resist these
siren calls ·if you can. Play it straight. Do not dilute the
intellectual investment you are making in yourself-be it in
writing, studying, exams, or papers.You are too precious
an asset to dissipate your capital for today only. After all,
a life-long investment is underway. Squander not that
commitment nor that oppportunity.
Ninth, college should be and is an adventure. Here
dreams and aspirations abound. But this ain't no Love
Boat. You have serious business on the agenda; your life,
your aspiratio_ns, your goals, your vocation, your values,
your friends . Here momentous choices are about to be
made.
And finally, be of good .cheer. Your faculty has made
this voyage before. We too have experienced triumph and
faiture; insight and ftustration; retrogression and
progress. However you define your goal, however you
direct your life, our mandate is to help you achieve and
reach your highest potential. We thank you for choosing

a person. Success in short is multidimensional.

the University of New Hampshire. Welcome aboard.

Seventh, learn to be patient with yourself. All of us are
combinations of strengths and weaknesses. Each one of
us progresses at different levels. different rates. dffferent
stages: So learn to embrace your individuality and come
to terms with yourself.
And be not afraid of failure. Stumbling is a human
condition that visits all of us-everyone of us-

Rest assured. that self-discovery makes for an exciting
voyage. With your boundless energy, with your
incomparable ,est, we know you ~ill d9 well.

Manley R. irwin is a Professor of Economics in the
W~itte,n}>'re ,Scho~I ol 8usi11ess and .~conomi~:s.
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Editorial
A good start
It's no secret that the Greek system .h as seen
troubled times. In the past few years, three
fraternity houses have been vacated. Several
incidents of pledge hazing and party infractions
still linger as dark clouds in the minds of many
members of the University.
Today, the Greek Council is taking a step to
change their image. In a sincere attempt to begin
this semester on a positive note, the Council has
sent invitations to members of the faculty,.
administ.ration and Durham community, asking
them to attend a reception at the New England
Center today at 4 p.m~
According to Mitch Dugan, co/chairperson of

the Greek Council and member of Sigma Beta
fraternity, the reception is the first in a series of
steps to show the positive side of the Greek
community at UNH.
Jeff Onore, director of student activites
encouraged a large attendence for what he said
would really give faculty and staff the apparatus
to interact with members of the Greek
community. John Hose, executive to president
Handler also encouraged this kind of initiative
on the part of the Greeks to improve their image.
As of yesterday, approximately one-tenth of
those invited had responded_ favorably.

Dugan who organized the reception with
co/chairperson Cathy George of Delta Zeta said
that about sixty to seventy favorable responses
have been received. Though this number is
small, Dugan, happy with the response was
optimistic that in the future the numbers may
double.
And Dugan has every right to feel optimistic;
the Greek Ct,~• ncil did the right thing. The
University community has only to put aside
their past ill feelings and give the Greeks a fair
chance.
They don't deserve to be ignored.
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Letters
tell."

PPO& M
To the Editor:
In regards to the front page article of
your 9/ 15/81 issue on PPO&M
Managers. There are a few questions
that I would like to address to Mr.
Hollister.
First: Mr. Hollister claims that job
eliminations were done to improve
maintenance service and not to meet
budget cuts. How then is he going to
improve maintenance by eliminating
an operating staff member with the title
of "Accounting Clerk?"
,,
Second: Mr. Hollister said that the
positions were eliminated "completely
without prejudice." Why then, was she
the only female e)iminated, could this
have anything to do with the fact that
she was not well liked by her immediate
supervisor in the Public Safety
Department, interesting, don't you
thing, Mr. Hollister?
Third: Mr. Hollister stated that there
was "understanding and no surprise,
they knew it was coming." Indeed, the
above mentioned accounting clerk was
met with a very big surprise. shortly
before leaving for lunch on a Friday
afternoon she was told by Mr. Hollister
that if she so desired she could finish
the afternoon in her position, but there
would be no need to return on Monday
morning because she was now
unemployed, and no, Mr. Hollister. she
did not understand! Frankly. neither
do I. These are questions that I would
like to see answered, but so far no one
oo this campus seems to be willing to
do this!
Yes indeed. Mr. Hollister, "Time will

Craig Cormier
~entral Receiving Warehouse

Parking
To the Editor:
Again we've started a new school
year, and still there's no change in the
unfair parking rules. Again 1 ask: why
do residents of Area 111 have parking
virtually at their doorsteps, while
residents of Areas I and 11 face a
lengthy walk to reach their cars in lots
A. E. or El'?
• Five years ago, Area I and 11
residents could keep their cars in lots C
and D, but they had that parking taken
away from them in one of the most
outrageously cynical and selfish
administrative moves I've seen on this
campus.
Since that time I've suggested a
number of ways the situation could be
rectified with minimal impact on
faculty, staff and commuter students.
I've discussed these ideas with members
of student government on a number of
occasions, and each time they have seen
.at least some merit in my arguments.
Each time they've gone back to the
Student Senate with parking proposals
that would make things easier for Area
I and 11 residents, but each time those
proposals have ultimately · been
stonewalled by the Parking and Traffic
committee . Faculty and staff
representatives dominate that
committee. They know they have a
good thing going with the present rules,
and they want to keep it that way.
If I lived in Areas I or II, I would be
pretty pissed off about this situation. I
would encourage student government

to expose this rip-off and make it as
uncomfortable as possible for the
Parking and Traffic committee to
continue their smug stance toward
resident student parking.
Student government definitely
works if enough people get off their
butts and make things happen, What's
it gonna be. folks? Gonna do
something about it this year?
John Graham
Durham

ISA
To the Editor:
Of all the organizations on campus
there is one that should attract the
attention of the great number of
American students that year after year
come to UNH to advance one step
more in their pursuit of a University
degree.
·
But, the case is that most students
will reach the end of their four years
here, graduate, and leave this campus
without ever having heard what the
initials ISA stand for.
If it is new to you, let me say that it's
the abbreviation for International
Student Association. I think it's a real
pity that Americans should let an
opportunity like this to increase their
awareness of the world go by without
ever having given it second thoughts.
Here's· what we have: people from all
over the world that come to study at
UNH, showing an interest in an
intercultural ·exchange. But most of us
never have a chance to really get in
contact with Americans and make
some lasting bonds of friendship. We
all get a taste of what American life is
like, but generally we remain extremely

isolated, to the extent that we even get
accustomed to think of ourselves as
outsiders.
By means of this article I would like
to reach out to all those Americans
willing to participate fo this
experience of international cultural
exchange. The objective of the ISA is to
get the foreign students to be as
familiar as possible with the country
that is playing host to us, as well as to
do as tpuch as we can to get Americans
t9 acknowledge the value of foreign
cultures through a program of cultural
activities.
There's a lot to ~hare and learn
together, so I hope you11 come to our
next General ISA meeting.
Gerry Munck
President ISA

Blood Drive
To the Editor:
To kickoff the seasonal theme of the
First Blood Drive .. Caper" at your
Durham Red Cross blood drive, the
Wildcat and his friends of Sigma Nu

will be on hand to open this -i mportant .
event on September 21st.
As you know, we will continue
through September 24th, ten to three
each day at your M uh.
Final plans are now falling into
place; the Wildcat is brushed and
combed and, in full uniform, will greet
.you in his usual suave manner! The
setting will surround you with fall
tradition at UNH to make you feel at
home!
While we try to make this experience
a pleasure for you, it has its serious side
for all concerned. A good response is
necessary following the summer
months with out face! We need you
now to run up our final score higher
than any September drive in the p~st!
Newcomers to UNH and to Red
Cross, please join our all star team
(there 1s none better)--demonstrate
your skills with life itself as your goali
Those waiting on the sidelines for
your best play will love you as you
perform for them!
Your Durham Red Cross Cheerleader
Jerry Stearns . 'I
P.S. No previous practice sessions !
necessary if you are at least 17, weigh at
least 110 lbs. and are healthy!

about letters
T~e New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor and
prm~s them as space allows. but cannot guarantee the inclusion of
am' letter.
All l~tters must be typed. double spaced and a maximum of 500
w~r~s in _order tc:, _be printed. All letters are subjected to minor
ed1tm~. Final dec1s1ons on_ letters are the editor's.
~
Mail _letter~ to: The Editor. The Nell' Hamp.vhire. Room 151.
_ __Memonal U~l!_~1ilding. USH. Durham. N.H. 03824

Durham Red Cross
Blood Drive
'WILDCAT CAPER'
September 21-24

10-3
MUB
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~THE UNH GAM EStt

ROOM
IS THE PLA CE
the place
to bowl, to play pinball, video, table tennis, pool

the place
with special activities and discounts geared for UNH students

the place
to meet your friends-inc luding the ones you haven't met yet

the place
that's your place-whet her you live on campus or not

the place
where the good times are

UNH Games Room, MUB 100 level
Open Mon.-F ri. 9 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-11 p.m., Sun. 1:30 p.m.-10 p.m.
~

~

Introdu ces

Fiest a Dinn ers
For 10 up to 30 guests

Meatballs with Ravioli ........................................................,............. 85.95
Meatballs with Spaghett i ................................................................ 85.95
Sausage with Eggplant Pannigia no ............................................ 86.25
Sausage with Ravioli ........................................................................ 86.25
Veal .P armigian a with Eggplant ................................................... 87.95
Veal with .Ravioli .................................................. ~ ............................. 87.95
Price includes Antipasto Salad, Bread and Butter

· -Reservatio ns Required (3 days prior)
For informatio n call 868-5596
Available Sun-Tues nights

We also have a full wine select ion

Hours:
Lunch Sun-Fri 11:30-2:00 p.m.
Afternoon Coffee Sun-Fri 2·:00-4:00
Dinner Sun-Sat 4:00-9:00 p.m.
weekly ,SP,E;C~als '
'

I
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Arts & Features
Celebrity Series encourages culture for all
By Elizabeth Terry
Ann Cochran's office walls are
covered with posters of musicians,
dance troups and actors. Her desk
is busily arranged with papers,
schedules and a cluttered file
stand. On the cork bulletin board
behind her desk there is a button
that states, simply, 'Tm a culture
vulture." She appears to be a
woman who values the creative
arts as a vital part of her Iife.
Cochran has been the executive
secretary of the Cultural Events
Committee at UNH for the past
four years. The committee's
primary responsibility is to
schedule artists for the University
Celebrity Series. According to
Cochran, the series has survived
financial cuts by adapting its
programming. ..The University's
Cultural Events Program was not
adversly affected by the budget
cuts made. Although programming
support was reduced by several
thousand dollars, we have selecte9
artists and adjusted our schedule
to accomodate the cutbacks.
The purpose of the Celebrity
Series is to "expand" the students'
education, says Cochran. She
wants exposure to artists to be
something students can look back
on and appreciate as "educational
experience" and "complements to
their courses."
In the past year, the Series has
presented such noted professionals
as the Billy Taylor Trio
choreographer Rachel Lamphert,
and the Pilobolus dance group.
This year, the Series will include
Friday's performance by the
Hartford Ballet, the Preservation
Hall Jazz Band, the American
Repetoiry Theater, the Larry
Elgart Orchestra, the Boston
Museum Trio, and soprano,
Clamma Dale.
The process for selecting artists
for the Celebrity Seties begins with
a gathering of the College and
University Arts Administration in

•Ann Cochran, executive secretary
of the UNH Cultural Events
Committee. (Jonathon Blake photo)
A UNH student performs in
"Rachel and Billy's First Set,'
choreographed by Rachel
Lampert wih music by Billy Taylor
Henri Barber hoto

New York City. The Administration meets with the performers and
then views them in separate
showcase.
The final voting for the UNH
Series is done by the University
Cultural Events Committee. This
panel of seven faculty, one
representative from the Parent's
Association, and two UN H
students go over the information
presented concerning the artists'
fees and availabilities. They then

Happy Birthday
Tomorrow I will be 22 years old, and what a
difference five months can make. At that time, in
April of this year, I was a cancer patient at Mary
Hitchcock Memorial Hospital in Hanover.
I'm not about to get maudlin and say how I
tltought I would never see another birthday during
my treatments, because in fact I rarely thought
about death or dying while I was a patient. Being a
cancer patient means numerous things, and one of
those is that your universe shrinks. My entire life
anJ environment consisted of the hostel that I
stayed in during the night, the waiting room at the
radiation therapy clinic in the basement of the
hospital, and the small room where I received the
radiation. My only thoughts during the days and
nights of my.stay in Hanover were to try to make it
through another day: no more, no less. The fact that
I survived is a tribute to the durability of the human
body.
Before I got sick I never thought of myself as a
very durable person, but I tried to take care of
myself. I never smoked, rarely drank, and I tried to
avoid junk foods or ones with a lot of cholesterol. I
did a moderate amount of exercise. and though I
was a little underweight, I thought my body would
stay in fairly good shap_e.
Then the curve ball hit rpe, when ·the cancer was
discovered. It was a rare tumor of the spinal cord,
and my cancer doctor later told me that about four
people get this type of cancer every ten years in the
United States. There was literally nothing I could
have done to have prevented it. My questions of
how it started, why it began, and why I got it were
all answered the same way: we don't know. That
was something I didn't like having to face; I think
that most of us feel that when a person gets cancer,
it' somehow their fault. They smoked a ·tot. or

vote on each artist individually.
.The Committee tries to balance the
range of talent appearing each
year.
According to Cochran, there are
many "dedicated students" who
enjoy the series presentations.
Many of the Performing Arts
maJors are able to work with the
artists. Last semester, Billy Taylor
and Rachel Lampert created a
jazz and dance ensemble which
was later performed by UNH
students. It is this kind of mutual
creativity · and student-artist
involvement that Cochran likes to
see grow out of the Celebrity
Series.
When asked about "cultural
disinterest" in a lot of young
people today, Cochran said, "Most
kids haven't been without a T.V.
Nearly all young people have seen
a gymnasium but very few have
been inside a theater or concert
hall."
Cochran stressed that she hoped
students would realize that
cultural arts like classical music
and theater are not snobbish.
I.nstead, she feels that if students
would begin viewing cultural
performances, they would find an
"added balance" in their lives. She
believes that the arts can reach
human emotions on ali levels, and
that there is not enough exposure
to the arts offered in public
schools.
Cochran expressed a hope that
students not be intimidated by the
program, but take advantage of
what it offers. The Series is
bringing some interesting and
versatile performers to UNH this
year, and offering a twenty percent
discount on season tickets,
including a dinner package with
the New England Center
tlestaurant. People who are
nterested in the artists should
ome to see them perform. As
Cochran says, "The arts are for
everyone."

by Brendan DuBo~
didn't exercise, or even.ate too many greasy potato
chips.
I won't go into the details of how I discovered the
cancer, how I was treated, what the surgery was like
and other gory (and sometimes boring) details. It
would take up too much space.
But the radiation therapy, which would try to
prevent the tumor from returning, was pretty
simpJe. Each day for five or six weeks, my back
(from the top of my skull to my buttocks) would be
radiated. Along with destroying any errant cancer
cells floating in my spinal column, I also received a
host of other cheerful side effects. The radiation
punched right through to my stomach, so I threw
up about five times a day. My weight plummeted
from 150 lbs. to about 115 lbs. I lost all sense of
taste. My haiqmd beard also started falling out. Ifl
could eat and keep down two PopsicJes ,and·a half a
Carnation Instant Drink a day, then I thought it
was a pretty good day.
During my therapy, I _also took four drugs,
including two tranquilizers, and after a while I
became dependent on them to keep me going
through the day. When the radiation treatments
were done, I had to fight to get off those drugs.
This summer was one of the best I've ever had, as
my weight started coming back along with my
strength. I didn't feel cocky, and I didn't feel spared,
but I did feel lucky, and happy.
Some cancer patients aren't as lucky. One of the
friends I made in Hanover was a leukemia patient
named Mai, a Malaysian woman who was going to
school here in New Hampshire. She was also
cheerful and often make jokes to me about her
accent. She also had her down days, when she felt
sick because of her chemotherapy, but she helped
me during my first few days of therapy. Since Mai
was al! alien, she_he!~ tq I~ise t~~ ~ JQ,PP!> for ii.b~one

marrow transplant before the hospital in New York
would admit her. Mai was featured on television
and in some newspapers, as the efforts to raise the
money continued. And I'll always remember the
day I came to the hostel from Durham, after I had
secretly learned some Malaysian phrases to try out
on her, and how she smiled when she heard some
friendly words in her own language.
The money did came through, and Mai did gp for
the transplant, which went well. But she contracted
pneumonia, and last month Mai died in a hospital
room in New York. surrounded by strangers,
thousands of miles from home.
That's why people who have survived cancer are
probably the most cheerful people you11 ever meet.
They've been to regions of the human spirit and
condition that people have nightmares about, and
they've survived.
I'm looking forward to my birthday, to having a
good time. God knows I deserve it. For after being
that sick, you look at things in a new light. The most
common, every day occurences have a special taste
and feel to · them. Getting a good night's sleep.
Eating a delicious meal with friends. Reading an
interesting book.
This past summer. I climbed Mount Washington
in the White Mountains and at night time, my
brother and I, along with a coupfe of friends,
walked from the hut where we were spendinri the
night to a place called Monroe Flats, about twothi~ds of the way up the mountain. It was a clear,
crisp night. and you could see the reflection of the
full moon off the Atlantic Ocean, miles awav. The
water looked like a dark bh•e ribbon. and you could
see the lighthouses of Maine sparkle in the night.
It was one of those crystal moments, when you
realize that life can sometimes be a wonderful thing.
~o. hi!P.P.Y 1;,irtbda}: Jo me~
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MUB PUB hoogiers nnss
good old Bean heats
By Darryl Cauchon
Rick Bean's departure as MUB
PUB disc jockey has not resulted in
sagging attendance or empty dance
floors but credit is not due to new
DJ's Russ Dumont and Brian
Phoenix.
The MUB PUB is experiencing a
social syndrome. The tradition of
boy meets girl takes precedent
regardless of any music or DJ the
students are subjected too. Bean or
otfterwise.
So until the guys stop coming or
the girls stop going the MUB PUB
will be filled.
The socializing students took
the ever present Rick Bean for
granted. He was as familiar to
MUB PUB attendees as Walter
Cronkite was to six o'clock martini
drinkers.
Comparing Rick ijean to
Walter Cronkite might seem odd
but the similarities are striking.
Bean, like Cronkite, had become.
a familiar face to those who
watched him, a familiar voice to
those who heard him, and both
were expected to immortally fill
their respective roles.
But where Cronkite went
trouble-free, Bean did not. The
Memorial Union Student
Organization (MUSO), hoping to
•p·rovide a variety of talent for
students, offered Bean only a one
night a week slot for the fall
semester. Bean turned down the
offer warning that he wanted two
nights or nothing.
MU B PUB regulars seem to
detest the idea of two DJ's just as
the viewing public would have
rejected a variety of CBS
anchormen.
"I think Rick Bean has got more
energy and has a better music
selection. Rick had charm," said
Junior Heather Buckwith Sunday

night at the MUB PUB.
..This guy (Dumont) is not half
as good as Rick. We want him
back," said sophomore Annette
Mudgett while junior Wendy
Burger earnestly agreed.
"These guys aren't really doing
such a great job. But they•~e
rookies," said graduate David
Elliot.
Cronkite's successor, Dan
Rather, was viewed as the downfall
of CBS news supremacy before he
was even given a chance because of
the tough act he had to follow. So,
too, with Dumont and Phoenix.
Bean had gathered many
supporters and admirers in his
seven years at UNH and his fans
will not convert easily.
Last Sunday, Dumont played
music previously ... forbidden in
Bean's reign. Led Zeppelin's
"Stairway to Heaven", "Wooly
Bully" by Joan Jett, Neil Young's
"Cinnamon Girl", and Steppenwolrs "Magic Carpet Ride" had
the dance floor tight.
Dumont also appropriately
played a few "Bean" tunes,
whether he was .aware of it or not,
which helped to soothe the shock
of his presence.
It was obvious that Dumont had
different tastes in music than the
old master. Said MUSO President
Mark McGreenery, "These D.J.'s
are not Rick Bean clones."
A Bean/ Dumont survey of 40
people, taken Sunday night at the
pub, yielded only one Dumont fan,
Bekki Dudley, a Durham resident.
"Oh, this guy is much better. If
you're here to dance it's so much
better." she said.
Some said Bean talked too
much, some said Dumont didn't
talk enough. Dumont lacked that
vital, one-to-one relationship
between DJ and audience.

One UNH student who wished
to be known only as 'ZAG' said,
"People could always rag on Rick.
You could take your frustrations
out on the guy."
"I miss the Alexander table
picking on Rick. We don't know if
we can pick on these guys yet. Time
will tell though," said graduate
Dave Elliot on what lfe said was his
"magic 69th" consecutive trip to
the MUB PUB.

No contests (except a few token
"name this singer" contests) took
place, no jokes were told, and no
cutdowns were given. Dumont
spoke as much as the Who's
"Tommy".
".Oh yeah, I definitely miss the
antics of Rick Bean," said
sophomore Jeff James.
To be fair, one has to remember
that Sunday wa~ pumom_'s first

experimenting with the crowd as
much as the audience was testing
him.
Dumont wil know more this
Sunday than he did last Sunday
and students seem willing to give
him a chance. Both sides seem
doubtful on what the future will
bring.

(Henri Barber photo)

As well as his weekend ritual in the MUB PUB, Rick Bean kept students on their toes during last year's
dance-a-th on.

MUSO
presents

Reauae Band

mue rue

Friday and Saturday nite
September 18th &19th.
students $2.25

non-students $2. 75

UNH ID required
Doors open at 8:00

Sorry, no one under 18 admitted.
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G.H. creeping toward cultish
By Martha Thomas
A round faced man with grim
resolve radiating from his beady
eyes, aware of his unlimited power,
told the cocky, lanky, curly headed
young man, "Luke, in that chilly
room lies the secret of healing and
curing mankind," adding that he
wants to make the world a better
place to live. "Would you please
tell .him (Luke appears to be about
to deliver a message to an entity
unbeknownst to one who is not a
follower of "GH") that I'm a man
of vision and only want what's
good for the world."
Whyr 1s so noble a goal such a
threat to Luke, Laura, the
trembling facade of the hospital,
and the entire city of Port Charles?
Good question. And one that
may have a lot to do with the
dedication of the over 50 devotees
in the MU B television lounge
yesterday afternoon.
According to sophomore Dana
Bardwell, the previously
mentioned well-wisher (Mikos
Kasadine) "has control of the
weather over Port Charles," and
this apparently will aid him with ,

his long-term goal to "take over the program, will speak at a MUSO
world."
(Memorial Union Student
Bardwell, a transfer student Organization) sponsored lecture
from Westfield State College in this Saturday night, and many of
Massachusetts has been watching those gathered for the daily three
the soap opera for two years. He to four in the afternoon ritual will
now watches it about three times a try to attend the speech.
week. "It's fun because it's so farHarry Robinson, a 25 year-old
fetched." he said.
sophomore who commutes twice a
In another scene, Rose Kelley week from his home in Andover,
and Hutch are in the basement of Massachusetts, says that he will try
Rose's diner and Hutch has just to make it to the lecture. "Soap
been shot. Since the wound, for operas provide some important
some mysterious purpose, is meant messages about social injustice,"
to remain a secret, Rose has taken ✓ he said. "You can see how people
it upon herself to extract the bullet. ' wrong others through schemes like
The hushed, intimate scene adultery, murder, and robbery."
between the bleeding convict and
Robinson has tried other soap
restauranteure-turned-surgeon
operas: Days of our Lives, and,
ends with a passionate embrace "The one that's on right before this
and a kiss that can only be one, I forget the name," he said,
compared to the intensity with but none caught his interest like
which one would attack a Bi~ Mac.
General Hospital. "I think the
Freshmen Maureen Sud bay and acting is good. Some of the
Sally Doherty smile with situations are a little bizarre, but
satisfaction. "We knew it," they some are similar to things that
said. According to Sudbay and happen right around where I live,"
Doherty, a love scene between he continued. Robinson probably
Rose and Hutch was inevitable.
wasn't referring to the scene in the
Denise Alexander, who plays mansion beneath the surface of a
the role of Leslie Webber on the tropical island in which Luke

The past time that is quickly becoming a cult: students watch
General Hospital in the MUB. (Mike Kaplan photo)

tosses plastic explosives into a
crowd of terribly affluent guests
and then dives through a doorway
in pursuit of Mikos, but,

nevertheless, he's probably right:
there is probably a bit of soap
opera in all of our lives.
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ACACIA FRATERNITY
a new opportunity ...
- to
- to
-to
-to

build a fraternity and its traditions
establish lifelong friendships
be a leader
enjoy the fun and challenge of
fraternity life ... immediately !

~u\\
ioS -
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CLASS ADS

CLASS ADS
CLASS ADS
CLASS ADS

Acacia is a National Greek social .fraternity
and is forming a new chapter .at U. N. H.
You are invited to find out more ...
Information Meetings will be held in the Hillsborough - Sullivan Room
in the Memorial Union on Monday, September 21 and Tuesday,
September 22 between 7:00 and 9:00 p.m.
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The U.N.H. traditional
Jazz series and

1

-e

MUSO

m.u.s.o.

presents

MORE
present the a1citina
MU B PUB NITES
cape Cod Artists
Mike Markaverich
and Jack Burner
in a two piano concert.

l'S···

BRIAN
PHOENIX

~\t" u

and...

Monday Sept. 21 at 8 p.m. in
the Strafford Rm.
Memorial Union

RUSS
DUMONT

tickets 3.50
students 2.50

Thursday - Top 40's
Sunday Nite Oldies

tel. 862-2290

Doors open at8:00- UNH ID & ProofofAge.
Under 18 Not Admitted

WELCOME
BACK!

_J
_J

SUBS SYRIANS SAL-ADS
• 12 Jenkins Court, Durham
(Across from The F;anklin)
Monday-Satun,ay 11 am-2am
Sunday 11 am-I.. am

0
0

0

868-2009. _ : -- ___ Q_____

0

•
---

,

,
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MU SO
Arts & Lectur es
presents

DENIS E ALEXA NDER
known as

DR. LES LIE WEB BER
GEN ERA L
OF
HOS PI_T AL
on Saturda y
Septembe r 19th, 8:00 p.m.
Granite State Room, MUB

Come and get the INSID E story on your
favorit e soap!!
Tickets only Sl.50 in advance or at the door.

The lnterfr aternit y Counc il
Cordia lly Invites All Men To

loPE N
Tuesday September 22nd
Strafford Ave & Main St
Alpha Gamma Rho
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Pi Kappa Alpha
Kappa Sigma

6 Strafford Ave.
8 Strafford Ave.
5 Strafford Ave.
59 Main St.

Rusuj
Wednesday Sptember 23rd
Madbury Rd.
10 Madbury Rd.
Lambda Chi Alpha
26 Madbury Rd.
Sigma Beta
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 28 Madbu.ry Rd.
3 Strafford Ave.
· Sigma Nu
(at Alpha Xi Delta)

ICome Meet The Brothers I
868-9717
For Informatio n Call Peter Burns
868-1149
or Mike Coleman
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by John Frazier
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. Now yqu.can get t e Boston Globe for half-price!
F

•

For just half price you can check .out all the latest
news, sports & features in the Boston Globe within the
privacy of your own room. That's right, the largest &
best read newspaper in New England is now yours for
half price ... A special rate which brings both the daily &
the Sunday Globe to your doorstep. So act now. •
Due to scheduling difficulties, semester rates have yet to be set.

If you live in:

Contact:

Congreve, McLaughlin

Chris Diego
Congreve 357 2-2173

Sawyer, Smith,
Lord, Jessie Doe.,
Stoke

Da~a Rosengard
Or any other Sigma Nu brother 868-5854

Mill Road House, Gibbs, Englehardt
Hunter, Hitchcock, Randall, Devine

·c hristen sen
Alexander, Hetzel,
Fairchild .. Huddleston
Hubbard
Williamson

Mill Rd House 2-3602
868-9602
Dave Chamberlain
Christensen 606 2-2138
Doug Sampson or any other
UNH swim team member
868-7467

Jill Hansen

John Baker Hubbard 201 2-1576
Kathy Reilly Williamson 709 2-2723

Jobs are still available for this semester. Also call now
and put your name on this semester's substitute list, or
for a job next semester.
Campus Coordinator: Jeffrey Growney
5 Madbury Rd.,Apt. 2 868-1613

·
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For Sa le: 1973 Datsun 610, 2 door
automatic in good condition . Call
evenings 431-2949.
Free : One female albino hamster. One
year old, fantastic temperment, has never
bitten . Cage and accessories included.
Call Michelle Fecteau at 2° 1837 or 8689836 anytime and leave name and
number.
1977 Yamaha XS 360 for sale: runs well,
very clean. has crash bars and racing
faring. $675 or b.o. Call 749-2545
(Dover).
1974 CAPRI 2Dr excellent mechanical
condition. Sacrificed at $1050. Call 436512ij.
12 String guitar for sale: Yamaha FG512
excellent condition. beautiful sound,
$200. Call 749-2545 (Dover).
33"x17" Hitachi Refrigerator. Just like
new w / countertop. $145 or 8.0 . Call
Steve after 6:00 at 742 -3689.
For Sale: 1971 Cadillac Coupe de Ville excellent condition. loaded with extras.
$1300. 659-5016.
1971 VW Squareback, automatic,
running well , needs body work. $325 or
best offer. Call 664-9521 after six p.m .
Yard sale Sat., Sept. 19, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Newmarket. end of Packers Fall Road.
Many household items.

Miscellaneous

11•.-1

HELP WANTED : Truck help-Dansk
Factory Outlet, Kittery, Maine. 20
minutes from UNH, is looking for "onca 11" truck unloaders for daytime
weekdays. Approx. 1 day every 2 weeks.
Minimum wage. Call 207-439-0484. Ask
for Leslie, Pam. or Mary 9-5.
Join the UNH chapter of ALESEC. the
International Business Club of 58
countries. Have the opportunity to work
abroad for pay. We need people interested
in marketing advertisin9 and business
and especially those internationally.
Come to WSBE for more info. Tues. 1 :00
Rm . 212.
TYPING-Retired secretary. Experienced
in all types of term papers. Located
walking distance to campus. Call Anita,
868-7078. 20 Park Court, Durham.
Limited Funds-Hungry-Two steamed hot
dogs .99C loaded-Eat here or to go. Tally
Ho Restaurant. Main Street.
Ed - - you MUST be there tonight. You're
not Ernest Hemmingway.--------- -- --·-···

TOM CLANCY LOST HIS HAT AND
DOESN'T KNOW WHERE TO FIND IT. For
a six-pack of z.l. we'll be glad to glue it
back. The cat haters.

BOSTON U.
vs. UNH

DEAR BANDIT: Thanks for returning my
notebook unharmed. Sorry we ate half the
reward befor.e you got there! Love, Fugly
and Oogly.
Cut me out for one dollar ($1) Sunday
night admission to the movie TARZAN,
playing at THE FRANKLIN in Durham this
Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday evenings.
Two shows : 7 :30 and 9:30. Tel. 8685164. Open to all ages.

This Saturday Sept. 19
NICKERSON FIELD, BOSTON
6:00 p.m. KICKOFF

Ride needed to UMASS, SPRINGFIELD
·area on Thursday, Sept. 24 after 5:00 p.m.
or Friday anytime. Will help with
expenses. Call '863-1633 and ask for
Susan .

Class Ads
Cla$s Ads
Class Ads
Class Ads
Class Ads
Class Ads
Class Ads
C1ass Ads

Dance under the stars at the Area II
Outdoor Dance Friday, Sept. 18, in the
Lower Quad. Prizes and Dance Contest
too! Come meet your Area II Neighbors!
Raindate Sept. 25.
B2: Good Luck in the roadrace-we'II be
fehing you on. Thanks for everything. The
Two Cool Women .
Robbin : Get your body down those SubStop stairs and come over and share a
"bowl" with us real soon! We miss ya,
Suzy & Robeen .

Class Ads
Class Ads
Class Ads
Class Ads
Class Ads

DIEGO, Happy birthday from th' So'th.
land of grits and okra. 143. B.J .
TERRY, alias Nancy L.. Big Red, Sleeze
Sister or just plain old THERESA
REDMOND. HAPPY BIRTHDAY! We hope
you have a great time and that you get it
soon (if you can stop eating long enough!)
You're finally the big 20 and HE know it.
tool Have a wild time. Chemp, Maryann.
Donga and Hil.
To man in blue Datsun or Toyota pickup
from man in green Ford pickup: want to
get in touch regarding harassment by
Durham cops. Call 659-5064.

SEE THE CATS TAKE ON THE
TERRIERS IN AN EAR-LY SEASON
YANKEE CONFERENCE BATTLE!

SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS

* 5 Skydivers will drop 6,600 ft. onto
Nickerson field with the game ball!

* 15 lucky people in attendance will

be selected to have their picture
taken with foremer playboy playmate
and current Michelob Light Playmate
Candace Collins!

Tom Schmotts: Don't forget our elevator
bet, we're planning to collect real soon
over an intense quarters competition. Get
psyched to buy us each a six! Love, your
Thirsty Comrades.
Hey all you wild and wonderful Freshman
Camp COUNSELORS--The banquet is set
for Sat., Sept. 26 at 8:00 p.m. Look for
more information in the mail! See ya
there--The Execs.

Tickets priced at just $3.00 for
UNH students, are available at
the UN H Athletic Ticket Office
or at the student gate at Nickerson
Field in Boston.

To the class of 1982 - Senior year is here
at last. Best wishes to you all. Let's go out
in real style.
Steve. congratulations! Your man
Leonard won - though we both knew he
would. Feel like celebration dinner? I've
even got wine .... .let the "doctor" know.
Oh, have fun Saturday! ------ --------------

*For Sale

* Apartments

*Help Wanted

*Lost & Found

*Personals

Fast Results For Just $1.00!
The New Hampshire
Room 108 in the MUB
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TRANSITIONS
"Perspectives on Returning
to School"
Panel of Nontraditional Students

The FIRESIDE EXPERIENCE is a
challenging opportunity to learn more
about yourself and others in a vigorous
outdoor learning environment.
This semester's activities include:,
October 9-11
October 1 6~ 18
October 23-25
November 13-15
December 4-6

Canoe Trip
Rockcl i mbi ng Trip
Bicycle Trip
Backpacking Trip
Winter Camping
& Snowshoeing Trip

Date: September 22, 1981
Time: 12:30 - 2:00
Place: Memorial Union Building,
Hanover Room
One of a series of informal workshops
and presentations on issues of interest
to returning students.
An opportunity to meet friends and share
common concerns.

I

If you're interested in experiencing FIRESIDE,
please attend an injormational meeting

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22nd at 7:30 p.m.
SENATE-MERRIMACK ROOM (MUB)
Or contact Robert Flight-Director, Fireside Program
in the Dean of Students Office - Huddleston Hall
NO PRIOR EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

For information contact Cynthia Shar 862-2090

A LUNCHTIME SERIES
FOR NONTRADITIONAL
STUDENTS

RAPPELLI NG CLINIC
There is alot more you can do this semester
than sit in a classroom.
Take part in the Anny ROTC rappelling clinic.

TIME: 2:00 - 5:00 p.lll.
DATE.: Septeniber 21,22, and 23
PLACE: UNH Field House and Pawtuckaway
State Park.
SIGN UP IN R.OOM 207 ZAIS HALL
OR CALL 862-1078.

Open to Everyone, no equipnient or prior
experience necessary.

ARMY ROTC

.

0
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Host Iowa at 3:30 today

Stickwomen .rehuilding; open today with Iowa
pocketed five clutch goals for the
By Jackie MacMullan
How does an athletic program 'Cats last year, would decide to
contine a winning tradition when pursue her softball career in the fall
dealing with graduation and as well as the spring.
Also missing from the roster this
injuries?
The solution is to rely on a year will be Wallace Rockwell and
strong nucleus of returning Ann Langon, reserves from last
veterans and a couple of talented year's squad who chose not to
freshmen to round out the squad come out for the team.
Yet despite the unforeseen
That's what UNH field hockey
coach Jean Rilling has always dwindling of her forces, Rilling
maintains her team will remain
done.
atop the Division I heap.
But this year is different.
Co-Captains Donna Modini
Though anticipating the loss of
three seniors ·due to graduation, and Laurie Lagasse will provide
the Wildcat's head mentor had no the needed experience and
way of knowing that four more of leadership, both on and off the
her players that made the trip to field, Rilling said.
Senior Carla Hesler (last year's
Carbondale, Illinois last fall,
would not be suiting up this second leading scorer) is back, as is
sweeper Shelly Lively, who proved
season.
So, with the University oflowa to be the mainstay of the Wildcat
waiting to get a crack at the defense last fall. Sophmore Laurie
Wildcat team, UNH will take to Leary will also add both speed and
the 'field thls Friday with a team strength on the forward line.
The biggest plus for the young
comprised of eight upperclassmen
team should be in the nets. Last
and nine freshmen.
"This is quite a challenge; I have year's freshmen sensations Deb
always been fortunate in that I Cram and Robin Balducci will
have never had more than two split time minding goal for the
freshmen on the field at a time," Wildcats.
"Both girls had a fine season in
Rilling said. "But we had no way of
predicting all the unexpected last year, and I see no reason why
they won't continue to be a solid
losses we have suffered."
The Wildcats knew they would strength for us," Rilling said.
And who will fill the shoes of the
be without the services of Gaby
Haroules, Patty Foster, and veterans not returning? Rilling
, Cheryl Murtagh since they used up said she will look to a quick fleet of
the last of their eligibility in 1980. rookies who are anxious to break
But what they didn't expect was into the starting line-up.
Leading the freshmen prospects
for veteran midfielder Cathy
Sauchuk to re-injure her knee in is Mary Ellen Cullinane from
preseason workouts and be lost for Canton, Mass., a pint sized
forward that Rilling said had
the year.
·Nor did the team realize that "great potential."
sophmore Janet Greene, who Freshman Terrv Meehan from

I

Donna Modin((8) returns as a Wildcat mainstay this faH. The UNH field hockey team opens today by
hosting Iowa at 3 p.m.(File photo)
Governor Dummer Acaclemy will
also see time on the forward line,
and walk-on Barbara Marois will
fill Sauchuk's spot.
"Cathy (Sauchuk) is obviously a
powerhouse, and certainly a loss I
didn't plan on," Rilling said.
"Barbara is a tremendous athlete,
though, and has been a nice
surprise. Still, it is too early to tell
what these kids can do."

Rilling stressed that last year's
success will help the returning
players be aggressive, and their
attitude, in turn, will rub off on the
new players.
"Winning always helps, and I'm
banking on that," she said. "These
girls don't like to lose."
..I'm certainly not- depressed at
our situation. UMass played wifh

-Football
(continued from page 24)
some k1<1s we count on missed on
some shots. We've had trouble
sustaining our offense, but the preseason (non-conference) is over
and we're ready."
"They (BU) always play hard
against us," Bowes said. "We
mutually recruit the same kids and
a lot of them know each other, so it
has become quite a rivalry. In
addition it's a night game being
played on an artificial surface.
"I never have a good feeling
going down there."
So after the BU promotions are
over (five skydivers will deliver the
game ball via airplane in BU
uniforms and Playboy Bunny
Candace Collins will be at the
game to take pictures with winners
of a drawing), we will see how
similar the teams are by the most
important ·criterium : the
scoreboard.

ill

The ball seems to be bouncing right for this year's undefeated UNH soccer team. The 'Cats ran their record to
2-0 Tuesday with a 1-0 win over Bowdoin (File photo)

Volleyballers 3rd
The UNH women's volleyball team finished third out of a total of
six teams Saturday in the Second Annual UNH Invitational
Tourney.
New varsity coach Leah Carter is "quite pleased with their first
outing. The highlight of the tourney was definitely defeating the first
place team, Providence College, who only lost two of eight games
that afternoon to UNH and URI."
Overall, the Big Blue was 4-4 for the day, defeating UMass (1511,15-8) and splitting with UConn (15-11, 11-15) and P.C. (13-15,
I 5-13).
UNH has seven veterans and five newcomers this year. Returning
junior Karen Baird, recovering from a recent thumb injury, along
with ace-hitter Linda Marteilo and the consistency of Jean
Campanelli and Kelly Milligan, form a strong nucleus. The Wildcats
travel to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania September 25-26 for the Lady
Owl Tournament at Temple University.

Rugby club
Any men interested in joining the men's Rugby club should come
to the Monday September 29 organizational meeting at 29 Young
Drive at 6:30. This is the Olde Bone Rugby Club's first meeting of
the year and all are welcome.

The
New Hamp•hire

six or seven freshmen last year and
did quite well. We11 get better and
better w:ith each 2ame we play."
UNH hosts Iowa at 3:30 p.m.,
Friday, and Penn State at noon on
Saturday. Following that game,
Northeastern will face Iowa on the
UNH field at 2:30 p.m., and
Sunday Penn State and Iowa will
face off at 10 a.m.
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Netwolllen lose
The women's tennis opened its season with a 6-3 loss to the
University of Vermont at Burlington Wednesday. The Wildcats
were led by Lori Holmes, with a single win, and Cindy Guay and
Kathy Thayer in doubles. The men were rained out Tuesday at
Rhode Island Tuesday (rescheduled for Monday), but will open
their season tomorrow against Maine at home.

Robinson injured
The University of New Hampshire cross country team received a
severe blow this past week as sophomore standout Dick Robinson
went down with an injury. The Wildcats, scheduled to open the dual
meet season October 3, when they host Connecticut, were counting
on Robinson as their number three man.
UNH will compete in the Northeastern and Dartmouth
Invitational Meets Saturday and Sunday.

Sports
Shorts
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Sports
UNH and BU gridders go 'I' to 'I' tomorrow
By Larry McGrath
The contrast between the whiteand-blue of New Hampshire and
the red-and-white of Boston
University may be the only thing
distinguishing the two teams
Sdturday night when they meet at
BU's Nickerson field at 6 p.m.
Both squads run out of the "}formation" on offense, with the
tailback carrying the ball 90
percent of the ninning plays. On
defense the teams both use a 4-4-3
set-up which is unusual, but is
effective in stopping a run-oriented
team.
"We're basically the same on
offense." BU coach Rick Taylor
said ... We're an I-tailback team
and we rely on our tailback to get
some yardage."
This will be the first conference
game for both teams, so preparing
to play your mirror-image can only
make practicing easier.
"It makes things a little easier,••
UNH head coach Bill Bowes said.
..So many times we face a team
with a different defensive scheme.
Now, when we take our younger
kids who play on the 'scout' team,
we just tell them to line up.in a 'Cat'
defense, which is what we use."
Upon closer inspection, the
similarity fades somewhat. The
individuals manning the positions
in the formations are not uniform
in talent and that is the difference.
How strategy will be formulated
depends, as always, on the
personnel at each spot in the lineup.
"I think we are going to have to
throw the ball more than they
will, .. Bowes said. "They are big up
front defensively with Lindstrom
(Chris, 6'6, 245) and Howard
IOstv,i! 9S 234). We are voun~r
" .•. .t:·. • ' , .
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on defense and I have a feeling that
they will test us by trying to
establish the run. I don't see us
going bang-bang-bang down the
field. We're going to have to
throw."
On offense, UNH used the
shuttle s'ystem with its tailbacks
against American International
College and sophomores Curt
Collins and Mark Nichols both
hap big days. Collins ( 116 yards on
22 carries) and Nichols (94 yards
on 21 carries) will look to their
huge line (it averages 253 lbs.) to
once again open".holes for them.
Bas~d on one game last year
against Northeastern, Collins
seems to love artificial turf.
The 57 inch speedster ran
through NU for 161 yards last
season as the 'Cats piled up 327
yards on the ground as a team. BU
also plays on a carpet and with the
UNH offense rolling for 304
rushing yards Jast week, the scene
could be set for a track meet.
"You can cut really well on it
(artificial turf)," Collins said. "And
with our line, I think we can run on
BU."

'I never have a
good feeling going

d

,

own there - Bowes

Offering some opposition to
UNH's 1-2 punch will be Gregg
Drew, who set a Terior record of
1159 yards rushing last year.
Against Holy Cross last week,
Drew was held to 61 yards on 18
carries. HC only allowed 88 yards
total on the ground in beating BU,
14-6.
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Norttfoastern at
UConn
Maine at
URI

Gregory Coffey caught" him it)
By Jonathan Larose
Whoever said good· things come the face and · Jett ·nim st:n11in small packages, must have been. conscious for several minutes.
Offensively, the Cats ran circles
referring to 5'7" 145 pound
around the Bears. The taller and
sophomore Mike Pilot, Pilot's
heavier Bowdoin defensive unit
goal gave the UNH Wildcats an
early lead in the game, one which ·proved no match for the quick
Wildcats, Eighteen shots on goal,
they held on to for a win over the
twelve saved by Bowdoin goalie
Bowdoin Polar Bears, 1-0 on
Keith Brown, proved tiresome for
Tuesday.
Again, the Wildcat defense the Bears. The Polar defense saved
performed superbly. Middles five. At 43: 11 in the first half, on a
Mike Colburn and John Foerster, pass from forward Tim Linehan.
with outsides John lio1svt:1 L ana Mike Pilot kicked to the left corner
Kevin Reusch, held their ground and scored, sending the Cats into
against the powerful Bowdoin halftime 1-0.
The second half was a show of
strike force, dangerously lead by
forward K wame Poku to raise strength. Bowdoin trying to get a
much needed goal, UNH trying to
their record to 2-0.
prevent one. The latter won out.
Goalie George Gaillardetz,
made six saves on the day. One, on The strong Cat defense held
a kick by Bowdoin Forward throughout, and forced a final
score of 1-0.
Was there improvement · in "this
game. comn.:uf'n to l::.st weeK s
1

'

upset victory over Boston
University?
'"Not the improvement I thought
we would get", said UNH coach
Bob Kullen. "We weren't as
effective as we were against B. U.
Three hurdles seem to stand in
the way of the Wildcat success: I)
they must start to control
shooting. The Wildcats are
fortunate to possess a fast offense,
There were eighteen shots on goal
the _last game, with only one score.
This must be remedied. 2) I hey
must learn to communicate better
on the field. They are a team, and
must work as one. 3)They have to
control fouls . The Wildcats were
charged seventeen fouls to
Bowdoins five.
The Wildcats travel to Boston
college tonight for a 7:00 p.m.
game against the Eagles. There
looking to avenge the 3-0 loss at
B.C. 's hands last year.
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Record now 2-0

Booters hea- Bowdoin, 1-0
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Wildcats Steve Craig (94), Al Souza (57) and Joe Clemente (93) all
converge on AIC runner John Rollins. UNH takes on BU in Boston
. tomorrow at 6 p.m.
(Henri Barber photo)
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Curt t II" (40) h Id
• tomorrow agamst
• BU after Saturday's
. 116
• Iyard
• •m Lorette photo)
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agamst
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"Those figures are a little bit the Yankee Conference Cham- Hyre on a 80-yard bomb for BU:s
misleading," Taylor said. "Holy pionship,.. Collins said. "The lone score last we.ek. Stevens had
Cross kept the ball over 70 minutes winner of this game will be his problems against AI C in the
to our 19. We only ran 28 times, whoever can control the ball."
opener, hitting on only 6 of 15, but
At quarterback, UNH has the he too connected on a long scoring
but _!hey ~id. sh~t u~ _down."
edge in experience with senior play, a _71 yard pass to Peter
"Whoever establishes the
Denis Stevens, while BU has Jim O'Donnell to give UNH the lead.
ground game first, is going to
English directing its attack. Both
"We're a little disappointed so
have the edge," Drew said. "We signal callers have had trouble
have to hope our pass defense getting the ball to their receivers so far," Taylor said. "Holy Cross was
comes together-last week it was a far this year. English has a game we could have ~on, but
little shaky."
·
completed 12 of 32 passes this
FOOTBALL, page 23
.. Everybody 1s !hinking about season, but did connect with Garv
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Holy Cross at
UMass

UMass
by 10

Texas A&M at
BC

by 14

A&M

A&M

A&M

BC

BC

Dartmouth
by 6

Dartmouth

Dartmouth

Princeton

Princeton

Princeton

Princeton at
Dartmouth

He

UMass

HC

A&M

Editor's note: UNH Assistant Sports Information Director, Mike Bruckner sent the Old Grad down
to defeat by picking 5 of 6 games last week. The Old Grad was right behind with 4 of 6. As a result, $50
goes to the UNH 100 club. This week's guest is Ron Driscoll, a sportswriter for Foster's Daily
Democrat in Dover, N.H .. Driscoll is an alumnus of Boston University, Class of 1979.

(Trm Skeer photo)

UNH's Mike Pilot (9), who scored the game-winning goal on
Tuesday against Bowdoin, moves past the Polar Bears' John

